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EDITORIAL

* The 9th Anniversary of the

21st October Revolution

The Somali nation celebrates at this time of the year

the birth of the 21st October Revolution . However, this year's

celebarations will be different from the previous ones in consi

deraiton of the lengthy period during which the Revolution

efficiently held the reigns of the state and because this len

gthy period permits a better evaluation of the results of the

efforts made throughout this peiod .

The Revolution of 21st October 1969, led by Jaalle

Mahamed Siad Barre , was made inevitable by the material

conditions created by the malpractices perpetrated at the time

by the neo -colonial politicians and the their allies. The « cli

que » that came to power after the national independence dis

mally failed to realise the national aspirations and, indeed,

distroyed the formed achievements of the national strugg

Je the people's rights were violated , those in power took

advantage of their positions, used national resources as

their own personal property and reduced the people to

mere servants .

On the internatinal side, the conditions were positive

ly good. The liberation movements in Africa, Asia and Latin

America had attained their goals and the socialist and revolu

tionary nations were experiencing greater development.

The Revolutionary government which decreed the so

cial freedom in the country and declared it's opposition to im

perialism , found it necessary to join the progressive and so

cialist forces of the world so as to be safe from the threats

forthcoming from the colonialists and their lackeys and,

at the same time , implement the revolutionary reforms

for the development of the country.

The Revolution of 21st October set out to bring about:

( 1 ) A complete socialist transformation of the society and

( 2 ) Support the liberation of the Somali nation still under

colonial yoke.

Concernig the realization of the first objective, the Re

volution chose the progressive road which constituted the

only means to safeguard the interest of the toiling masses

and to asure the permanence of the progressive endeavo

urs . It guided the masses on the path to socialism in oder

to assue social justice. Thus socialism was adapted to the

particular conditons of the country.
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This choice was not made haphazardly, but was a deli

berate one and was based on both the Third world and the

Somali experiences which clearly indicate that capitalism

failed to solve the many problems of the developing coun

tries Capitalism is the system which fostered imperialism

and neo-colonialism and is charceterised by exploitation

looting and subjugation.

That is why the Revolution of 21st October was con

vinced that it would not be possible to find solut

ons to the social problems, of the political and economic

back-wardness and that it would not as well be possible to

attain the progressive national goals and the people's aspi.

rations without following the right direction towards so

cialism .

Accordingly, the Revolution adopted measures aimed at

creating the necessary objective and subjective basis for

socialist edification. These measures reached their apex

when the public economic sector was consolidated.

The consolidation of the economic sector is one of the

greatest achievements of the Revolution of 21st October and

constitutes a means for social development.

The changes brought about by the Revolution in the so

cial sector were opposed by the foreign reactionaries, i.e

Imperialism , which tried to destroy the Revolution and take

Somalia back under their influence , these revolutionary ii

ges were also opposed by internal forces consisting of the

« Compradore » groups and the ideologically backward peo

ple , who lost the political preminence and the prestige thev

used to enjoy and who tried to mislead the Revolution then ,

if possible, to overthrow it. These internal reactionaries were

taking advantage of the fair opportunities offered to them by

the Revolution to encourage them to show a changed attitude

and trustworthiness However, they would not desist from

their reactionary views but continued to try to undo the Re

volution .

As regards the achievements in the political and ideolo

gical involvement of the masses it is worthwhile to underline

that in a short period , a revolutionary cadre which firmly be

lieves in the revolution and in socialism developed . This was

10t easily achieved, many a problem was encountered at the

base of which were the unholding of private interests and de

magogy with the intention of ultimately creating confusion

and chaos.

All of these show that the 21st October Revolution

encountered difficulties in establishing firm concepts and in
their implementation. These should serve as useful lessons

for the future.

Asconcerns the second objective of the Revolution, it

must be said that as it directly related to the Somali cause

and to the liberation of the Somali people it meant giving sup

port to liberation movements of the Somalis still under col
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onialism . The Revlution endeavoured to find a solution to

the problems which originated from the partition and co

lonization of Somalia effected by the European powers

which accepted and encouraged Abyssinian participation

in this action .

On this question , Somalia could not reach an under

standing with certain countries which entertained with her re

lationship of solidarity and cooperation . Those countries ac .

tions were detrimental to our national position to the extent

that they intervened in the war between the Western Soma

li Liberation Movement and colonialist Abyissinia by ta

king the sides of the latter.

This was the reason why the Party's Central Committee

of Somalia decided in November 1977 to revoke the treaty

of friendship and cooperation existing between Somalia and

the USSR and to severe the diplomatic relations with Cuba.

The question of the Horn of Africa and the postion

adopted by the foreign and internal forces may give rise to se

veral queries. One of the questions which may be asked is :

Why does Somalia support the liberation movements of We

stern Somalia , Abbo and Eritrea ? The answer is that Somalia,

supports them in accordance with its support of a just princi

ple, that is the right of the people to self -determination .

Another question that may be raised is: Why did So.

malia feel disappointed when some of the countries which

had friendly ties with her and which normally support the li

beration movements did not take up the cause of the Soma

li Nazion.

Well, this case demonstrates the conflicting interests of

the various countries independently of friendship and

proclaimed ideology.

On the other hand certain internal forces tried to take

advantage of the present political situation . The government

and the people of Somalia decree in his 9th Anniversary of the

21st October Revolution, that the edification of a society that

implements social justice and equality can be echieved only

through socialism geared to our interests. The road is not an

easy one but it is a long and tough and involves many difficul

ties . That requires the improvement of our political perfor

mance while paying due attention to the interests of our mas

sease . The adoption of this principle does not preclude the

sease . The adoption of his principle does not preclude the

establisment of cooperation and commercial ties with all the

countries of the world which respect our national integrity

and the policy that we chose to promote our socio -economic

development.

The long struggle waged by the Somali nation is not

aim merely to attain an independence void of content, but so

cial freedom and progress as well.

Thus, the 9th Anniversary of the 21st October Revo

lution becomes the torch that enlightens the road to socialist

national edification.



* The 2nd Anniversary

The first issue of HALGAN appeared two years ago, in Oc

tober 1976. HALGAN , the official organ of the Central Conimit

tee of the SRSP, was born four months after the establishment

of the Somali Revolutionary Socialist Party .

During the past two years , HALGAN has continued to play

an active role as the official mouthpiece of the SRSP . HALGAN

has conveyed and explained Party policies, decisions and direc

tives .

HALGAN has continued to carry informed articles on var

ious aspects of Somali political, economic, social and cultural

life .

During the past year in particular, HALGAN has printed

several articles and editorials on the conflict in the Horn of

Africa . HALGAN has sought to throw light on the historical

roots of the problem, the nature of Ethiopian feudal-Colonial

system and the character of the anti- colonial resistance against

it symbolized by the Western Somali, Abbo and Eritrean natio

nal liberation struggles . HALGAN has resolutely stood for the

right of self-determination and independence of the colonized

peoples of the Horn. HALGAN has demonstrated that the dange

rous turmoil in the Horn of Africa is a consequence interven

tionism brought about by the Addis Ababa Clique's colonialist

policies and practices .

HALGAN has also published several articles in support of

the liberation struggles of the people of Namibia , Zimbabwe,

South Africa and the Arab people of Palestine.

HALGAN , in cooperation with the distribution division of

the Ministry of Inforniation and National Guidance, has resol

ved the question of national distribution . HALGAN presently re

gularly circulates in all districts of the Somali Democratic Re

public. There is still need to resolve outstanding obstacles hind

ering the effective international circulation of HALGAN .

The regular distribution of HALGAN within the SDR helps

to provide useful reading material in the struggle to combat

illiteracy. The Somali editon of HALGAN continues to play an

effective role in the technical and literary development of the

Somali language.

Right from its inception, HALGAN has served to inspire

the publication of various other journals and publication. A nu

mber of these have appeared in Somali in the regions of the

Republic . July 17, 1978 saw the birth of HEEGAN , ( Vigilance )

an English language weekly of the Ministry of Information and

National Guidance. The HALGAN English language editorial

staff were highly instrumental in facilitating the launching of

HEEGAN.

HALGAN continues to defend the rights of the Somali mas

ses and inspire them to their revolutionary duties. HALGAN

will continue to expose all the lies and intrigues of Imperialism

Colonialism , Zionism and Racism . It will continue to wage an

active role in defence of the Somali experience in socialist-ori

ented development and non - alignment.

- 5
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POLITICAL ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS

M hahh
The Somali Revolution:

on the Socialist Path

By - Ibrahim Meygag Samater

Member of the C.C. of the

S.R.S.P

ction of the dynamism of the

old societies, together with the

super imposition of new struc.

tures that were in no way in

tended to provide a new syn.

thesis.

that faced the Revolution in

its inception was: is a socialist

path of development appropri

ate within the conditions of

Somalia ? To answer such a

question requires a serious

look at the historical backgro.

und, the international and ex

ternal conditions of the count

ry, in order to fully assess its

present needs and how those

needs could best be fulfilled .

Such, in brief, is the gene

ral story of imperialist domin

ation in Africa though , need

less to say, there were local

varieties and differences such

as the fact that Somalia did

not experience the notorious

slave trade, but on the other

hand had more than its share

of the irrational division of a

natural national entity into

artificial units.

It is not quite easy to ad

equately evaluate a historical

period of great changes in the

life of a nation such as the

period beginning with Octo

ber, 1969 in the case of the

Somali people . Should one

get involved in the mass of

details that constitute the

change: such as the myriad

projects that have been star

ted in all the fields, the chan

ge in the number of the gain .

fully employed , the increase in

production , the increase in the

number of school leavers in

the different levels of the ed

ucational hierarchy, etc ? Or

should one concentrate

on the main trends of the cha

nge? Either approach has its

own shortcomings: the former

tends to lose the trees for the

forest, while the latter in its

attempts to generalize may

miss some of the measures

which in themselves may be

details butbut nevertheless are

so crucial as to form a qualita

tive change. The choice of

approach is dictated by the pu

rpose or aim to list the achie .

vements of the Revolution in

the various fields. One must of

necessity choose the former

approach . Since our aim, here,

is to show briefly the qualita

tive change from a neo -coloni

al structure to a socialist one

brought about by the October

Revolution we will have to be

selective in our approach.

One of the first questions

The events that dominated

Somali history for the past 90

years are not very much diffe.

rent from those that affected

the rest of Africa : domination

by the expanding European

capitalist countries, the disru .

ption of their societies and

the divisions of the various ex.

isting entities into new unnat

ural units, the distortion of

their cultures, and the subseq

uent tying of their economic

and cultural growth to that of

the controlling metropolis. In

fact it would be a gross misre.

presentation to speak in such

circumstances of economic and

cultural growth. What hap

pened was a distortion and de.

struction of a massive scale.

We can just imagine ( if one

can really do so ) the disaster

ous effects of the forcible rem

oval of several handred milli.

on or so slaves, specially young

people, from the continent on

the social human organism of

is known : in short the destru

Naturally in the history of

societies each phenomenon

per force, generates its own

countervailing force. And it

was no wonder that colonial

society created an intensive

reaction against it in its expl

cited subjects. The history of

the Liberation struggle again .

st colonialism and imperialism

in Somalia as well as the rest

of Africa , is too well known to

be repeated here. The point to

emphasize here is that when

the masses were conducting

this valiant struggle their as

pirations were not only to get

rid of foreign rule , but to re

vamp the whole rotten frame

work , and make their own his.

tory by building their societies

a new on an equitable basis.

6
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However the situation develop

ed in such away that the who

le struggle was emptied of its

dynamic content after the ex

plusion of foreign rule. The

roots laid by imperial exploi.

tation were so deep that they

could not be uprooted easily

by the change in political

form . Thus the continuation of

the old structures in neo - colo .

nial forms.

In such circumstances the

transformation to the building

of a socialist society had to be

both cautious and long -range,

mixing, as it did , measures

aflecting both the superstruc

ture and the economic base.

the co -operative movement

thus laying the basis for a

sound development of a social

ist economy.

The first measure was the

political step of getting riū .

of the neo - colonial instituatio

that were an obstacle to deve

lopment such as the political

parties and the Parliament.Such was the situation the

Revolution faced in October

1969. The disasterous situation

of the country at that time:

Lack of political and national

unity, the distruption of inter

nal security, corruption, and

the lack of the will to develop

is too well -known and has been

told many times to repeat he

re now . The point we emphasi.

ze here is that any programme

to correct past ills and develop

the country would have been

superficial unless the basic is

sues were touched . And these

could only be tackled in a

new way that is to say in a

socialist way. Such was the

reasoning, and such was the

choice of the Revolution .

The third most important

measure in the process of tran .

sformation was in the politi.

cal and social field. Natural

ly , the institutions that were

! revamped had to be replaced

by new ones of a new type that

can answer the needs of so

cial progress. But this can

not be done overnight. The pe.

ople must be made aware of

the need for them. Thus the

long saga of political orienta

tion and education in which

the Revolution ws engaged si

nce the first day. This activity

of political education was co

mbined with a series of self

help campaigns, the biggest of

which were the literacy camp.

aign and the struggle against

the drought and the subsequ

ent resetlement schemes .

The Second measure was

the laying of an economic base

for socialist development. This

area was indeed a most diffi.

cult one, considering how de.

pendent Somalia was, and still

is, on foreign asistance is not

an evil, but in fact selfreliant,

can be a good thing provided

it is compiled with a national

programme that aims at buil.

ding an integrated , self relient

self sustaining economy. Befo

re the Revolution the country

had gone through some «pla

ns) whose implementation was

negligible. To ensure serious

implementation of a program .

nie entails national control of

ones resources . Hence the Re

volution before it even embar

ked on its first economic pro

ramme of 1971-73, nationali.

zed the salient features of

the economy that were in fo

reign hands: the banking sys

tem and other financial instit

utions, the fuel distributing

system , and two main factories

existing at that time. Later

on , again , it became essential

to concentrate foreign trade in

the hands of the state so as

to avoid speculating on the

people's needs. It was then

possible to continue program .

me of development and chan

ge, the most serious one of

which is the now ending prog .

ramme of 1974-78 whose main

aim, aside from raising nation

al production , is to strengthen

the state sector and develop

Thus during a long proc

ess of mutual self -education

the leadership of the Revolu

tion and the people were ablo

to evolve the new institutions

that could carry on the revo

lutionary change -these are the

Somali Revolutionary Sociali

st Party and the mass organi.

sations affiliated with it .

The choice of a path is not

only an exercise of will, but

the actual fulfilment of that

choice is dictated by the pre

vailing conditions. Though so

cialist development is a unive.

rsal phenomenon , yet the

path , pace and tempo of that

development is determined by

the actual circumstances . Asi

de from being a neo - colonial

country enmeshed in the ten

tacles of world capitalism , the

particular conditions of Soma

lia were wellknown : Lack of an

industrial working class, the

prevalence of the nomadic way

of life and the consequents w

ay of the clan system , lack of

a written language and thus

the existence of widespread il.

literacy, albeit rich with oral

culture.

Today , after a struggle of

nine years, we have the basic

requirements for continuing

the building of socialism and

the elimination of imperial

vestiges and backwardness

We have a programme that en .

visages the building of a state

economic sector and co -opera

tives, we have the Party that

must guide that programme

and we have the organised ma

sses that can implement and

defend it.

I do not say that the work

has been completed . Nothing

is further from the truth . We

are still poor, we are still con .
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forented with hard difficulties

we still have to continue buil

ding the remaining institutio

ns of the new democracy such

as the peoples assemblies.

But what I do say is that Oc

tober Revolution 1969, has sta

rted and achieved in Somalia

a revolutionary change that

can never be retracted . The

struggle simply has to contin .

ue generation after generation

untill we achieve the society of

unity, peace and progress.

On Science, Technology

and Development
By, H. Mohamed Adan

fective utilisation of

and technology for

ment.

science

develop

of the masses and satisfy these

needs. Among such basic hu

man needs we mention :

Food, Clothing, Shelter, Heal.

th , Education ; Transport, Co

mmunication and Employ.

ment.

The Unitetd Nations Con .

ference on Science and Tech

nology for Development (UNC

STED ) is scheduled to take

place in Vienna in September

1979. Most countries are now

midway through the prepara

tory process for the Conferen .

ce. African countries have at

tended a preparatory seminar

on the subject held in Cairo

recently. The frist draft on the

Somali National paper for UN

CSTED has just been prepared

by specialists drawn from

various agencies under the au

spices of the Ministry of High

er Education and Culture .

In order to stimulate thou.

ghts on the utilisation of scie

nce and technology for devel.

opment, it is vital to clarify

the meaning which revolutio .

nary Somalia attaches to the

term « Development».

Socialist-oriented develop

ment implies social participa

tion and control. The principal

goal is a self - reliant society in

which people participate
in

and control the decisions whi.

ch affect their lives and desti.

nies. For, it is only when the

people assume such responsibi

lities, and acquire the opportu.

nity to discharge these respon

sibilities, that their creative

energies are released for cons.

tructive change and the road

to exploitation and inequaliti

es is blocked.

HALGAN plants to monitor

UNCSTED preparations as pa

rt of an - effort to create natio

nal decisions on this crucial

issue of science and technology

for development. In order to

initiate such a debate, we pub.

lish these notes in addition to

the following article on « Imp.

erialism and Technology ».

For a long time, develop

ment has simply been equated

with growth and measured in

terms of the Gross National

Product. However, far more

important than the magnitude

of growth , is its structure and

the distribution of its benefi

ts . Indeed , Third World exper

ence has shown that distorted

capitalist growth under coloni.

alism and neocolonialism does

not lead to development; on

the contrary, it causes the pe.

rpetuation of dependecy, (inc

luding technological depende

ncy) and under development.

Perverse capitalist growth in

third world countries has led

to serious disparities between

the rich and the poor and bet.

ween urban and rural areas

and also between the races,

eg . whites and blacks in South

Africa .

Socialist- oriented develop

ment also implies ecological

balance which alone will ensu .

re that the development pro

cess is sustainalbe over the on

run, instead of being thwarted

by the inevitable environmen

tal impacts of the process it .

self. In this and other issues ,

we are able to profit from the

experience of others.
it

Such a debate have policy

implications. It could, for exa

mple, lead the SDR to adopt a

long -range policy on Science

and Technology and have

formulated in a specific Reso.

lution . In the long run , such

measures would facilitate the

establishment and strenghen

ing of a relevant national cli

mate committed to the use of

this capablity: These being the

essential conditions for the ef

The main aim of socialist

oriented devolpment is to red

uce economic inequalities.

The priority of such develop

ment is to indentify the needs

Development implies the

production , distribution and

consumption of goods and ser.

vices . Each one of these activi

ties requires an interaction

with nature, and in fact a
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The cost of the total tech

nology transfer would be much

larger.

manipulation of nature or par

ts of it . This manipulation

which is the basis of industry

and agriculture and the servi

ces, involves an accumulation

of social experience and know .

ledge which constitutes techn .

ology either in hardware form

such as tools, machines, equip .

ment or in software form : sk

ills , motivation and organisa.

tion , i.e. ways of utlising tools

and machines.

handicapped and old people

in the work process. Without

being exceedingly onesided

it is important to advocate te

chnologies of human scale

whether as regards size, ene

rgy consumption , speed , etc.

Technology transfer involves

politics. Whether dealing with

products or processes, technolo.

gical transfer involves bargaini

ng and negotiating, with the

owner of the hardware and

know-how. Accordingly, it in

volves knowledge of the mar.

ket, of the position and willing

ness to trade of the possible

actors in the exchange.

We do have to develop ins

titutions in order to improve

the mechanisms for the excha .

nge of scientific and technologi

cal information and experien

ce significant for our socialist

oriented development.Moreover, technology itself

invariably uses, besides other

factors, an understanding of

nature in short, Science . Thus ,

development objectives cannot

be achieved without the deplo .

pment of technology and appl

cation of science.

Technology transfer impli.

es corruption. Recently, the

Lockhead Scandal) came tc

dramatize this aspect of the

interaction. Corruption is wid.

ely used in all aspects of tech

nology transfer of all kinds

products and processes, by all

types of firms from all kinds of

countries, large and small .

THE TRANSFER OF TECH

NOLOGY

We also have to discuss bet.

ter ways and means of inter

national cooperation in order

to bring about a healthy cli

mate of tecnological transfer.

Does the call for more scie

ntific research and technolo

gy serve to divert attention

from the economic , social, and

political obstacles to satisfying

basic needs and providing me.

aningful employment for all ?

Is there not a real danger that

UNCSTED will contribute to a

legitimation of technological

solutions to social problems

« Technical Fixes » leaving

the root causes of underdeve.

lopment ( and over develop

ment) untouched ?

CONCLUDING

The harnessing of Science

and Technology to developme.

nt can be achieved either by

importing technology into a so .

ciety from external sources or

by generating it in the society

itself. Historically speaking thi.

rd World countries have experi.

enced technology transfers fr

om beyond their borders. As

an aspect of imperialism un

der its various historical fo

rms, colonialism and neocolo

nialism , this has implied the

negation of political and econ

omic independence and self

reliance . To a large extent, tec .

hnological transfers have been

a tool used to perpetuate dis

torted capitalist growth , i.e

to perpetuate under-develop

ment.

REMARKS .

We should use the occas

ion of UNCSTED 1979 as abasis

to raise crucial questions per.

taining to the harnessing of

Science and technology for

developing Somalia . It is ne

cessary to launch an interna

tional campaing against the

distorted , corrupt manipula

tion of science and technology

Somalia must struggle, joi.

ntly with other Third World

countries to see to it that UNC

STED deals with the real cau.

ses, not merely the symptoms

of underdevelopment.

For many years to come,

most of the less developed co

untries (LDC ) will have nega.

tive technological balance of

payments. According to one

study, the payment just for

the licences by LDC to the

developed countries amounted

in early 1970's to over 1.5 . bil

lion dollars .

A principled and policy -or

iented discussion of this bur .

ning issue should seek to find

ways and means of reducing

dependence on foreign techno

logy and repair whatever so

cial problems it may already

have caused . The discussion

should also focus on the crite .

rion for the selection of alter

native technologies through

an assessment of, for example :

cheapness, smallness, based on

local resources, in increasing

human participation , creating

employment, not harmful to

health, accepting women, the

9
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Imperialism and Technology

We present this critical ar.

ticle to be viewed as a debate

among progressive forces un.

der the guidance of the

SRSP. The focus of the paper

is on technology and imperia

lism , a subject of analysis whi

ch is topical today, but whose

roots are to be found in the

historical past.

themselves; for this dependen

cy was born in womb of indus

trial capitalism . Inscapable,

colonial capitalism , by advoca

ting everywhere the so -called

principles of free competition ,

simultaneously favours ine

quality in the terms of une

qual exchange.

It is unequal exchange that

that brings the expolitation of

man by man to its climax : It

represents the very essence of

colonialism , the very essence

of underdevelopment namely

a state of total dependency .

loped countries, but also incre .

ases by the social product ap

propriating of the monopoly

capitalist countries through

inequal exchange in the terms

of trade, i.C by selling on

those markets at higher than

justifiod by the value of

the goods offered for sa

le . At the same time, profi.

ts were also increased by a

reverse process, again made

possible by the unequal ex .

change i . e . by purchasing raw

materials and foodstuffs for

less than their actual value .

Mercantile capital, with its

long experience in this kind

of transactions, appeared

its ideal agent : This is the pri .

mary reason for the substan

tial degree of independence it

succecded
in preserving in

this field .

as

When we speak of this con

temperory topic, we refer to

the dependency of the former

ly colonised continent by the

technology of t he imperialist

countries . This dependency

is also dialectically linked

with the development-under

development conditions of this

two different worlds. When

we mention the historical past

the fact is that capitalism and

its corollary colonialism which

we consider as an historical

evil, the source of present-day

dependency, is the historical

product of the industrial Revo

lution in Europe. This throws

light on the fact that the

technical- scientific revolutions

and exploitation of raw.ma

terials and cheap labour in

the past centuries are closely

interdependent, so much SO

that one cannot be explained

without the other.

On this subject, we would

quote Geoffrey Kay, 2 whose

argument is, briefly, as follows

the underdeveloped world

conotituted an indispensable

Soure of much needed fac

tors of production (Labour,

raw materials ) first and fore .

most raw -materials antong

them cotton , by far the most

important raw material du

ring most of theXIX century.

Later on, as industrial produc.

tion soared in the developed

countries, greater importance

was given to other commo.

dities such as rubber, tin, bau

xite, cooper, etc. These raw

materials where not only in

dispensable for the produc

toin process, they also offered

Thus, we speak of historical

conditions for we are fully

aware that we cannotcannot speak

of the dependency and under

development of the continents

of the damned, left to poverty

as a result of being ravaged by

the imperialist countries.

There is the first stage of

capital accumulation, which

Marx defines as « Primitive ac

cumulation of capital ». There

is , then, colonization , which

Marx refers to as “ the genesis

of industrial capital) 1. This,

we must add, is where we mu

st look for the actuol histo .

rical causes of the dependency

in which the countries of the

so -called Third World find

if purchased cheaply, di

rect means to sustain ag

ainst any falling tendency

of the rate of profit. In

the words of professor Kay,

industrial capital saw in the

underdeveloped world a large

potential market which would

permit not only to obtain the

surpulus value extracted from

the labour force in the deve

It is an objective fact that

the raison D'etre of imperia

lism is based on the logic of

the unequal exchange and the

principle of division of labour.

Let us
now examineexamine closel

the impact of technological

dependency on the develop

ment . underdevelopment of

the Third World , on the pre

mise that underdevelopment

is not an original condition ,

but is the result of the expan .

sion of capital from its places

of origin , in the form of mer.

cantile capital which approp

riates the surplus value from

less Developing Countries

10
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of dependency, which cannot

be compared with technologi

cal interdependence, such as

for instance the technological

relationship between the U.K

and the U.S.A.

ns exercising their activities in

several countries, but the cana

dian economist Stephen Hy

mer goes beyond this and de

fines them as the channels

through which a country can

exercise pressure on another.

Thus the multinationals are

the tools of imperialism -and

imperialism means, as we

know , exploitation on a world

wide scale .

( LDC ) without transforming

the mode of production , except

in a marginal distorted capi

talist way. In our day, parti.

cularly after the attainment

of formal political indepen

ce by many countries of the

So -called “ Third Word », In

ternational public opinion

emphasizes the importance of

technological transfer to the

developing countries, and the

intellectual circles hold deba .

tes on the technological de

pendency of the emerging

countries. Concern about de

pendency, which acts as a

hinderance of economic and

socio -political development,

has led many scholars to for

mulate under development

theories which examine the

historical and economic lin

ks between underdeveloped

and developed world . In other

words, these are theores of

the political economy of neo

colonialism , an extension of

the Marxist theory which as

serts that the emerging coun .

tries cannot develop as long

as they are dependent on in

ternational capitalism . 3

An additional feature of

the multinationals, Hymer 7

says, is that, as a rule , they

are the product of the deve

loped countries. Although the

lack of statistical data on the

activities of the multinatio

nals in many developing cou

ntries, obscures the fact , still

the high degree of concentra

tion of the parent corpora

tions , in the developed coun

tries indicates a clear picture .

Having established this ba

sic dfference between inter.

dependence and total depen

dence on western technology

it becomes obviously necessa

ry to analyze the effects of

this new phenomenon ( i . e .

the technological phenome

non ) on the autonomous de

velopment of the emerging

countries . A faster rate of ap

propriate technogical trans.

fer and the utilization of the

correct type of technology lo

cally are important for spee

ding up development in these

countries, where after the at.

tainment of formal indepen

dence, it was eventually rea .

lized that the colonial systen)

did not help meet their need

and aspirations and that the

only thing to do was to chan

ge the system of distribution

of dependent national wealth

as a means to improve the li

ving standard of the people.

Let us then admit frankly

that the political regimes in

these countries still fail-as

they have failed in the past,

to understand that one can

not speak of a system of dis

tribution of wealth in a neo .

colonial context, for such dis

tribution is entirely domina.

ted by the powerful multina

tionals . Moreover, there is no

sense in advocating any cha

nge in the system of distribu

tion of wealth unless there is

a change in the existing eco

nomic structure and social in

stitutions we must always

focus on production relations

in order to get at the root,

of the problems.

On the other side, since it

is a duty to ensure better li

ving conditions for people un.

der subsistance economy, the

problein of underdevelop

ment has received attention

from many governments but

the problem persists and , be

comes more acute . 4 Accusing

imperialism and the activi

ties of the multinationals a ..

far as the transfer of technolo .

gy is concerned and its influ

ence on economic development

in general will not help :

What one must do is to dis

cover the mechanism of tech

nological imperialism which

hinders the independent de

velopment of the emerging

countries. 5

The cause par excellence of

the technological gap between

developing and underdevelop

ed countries is caused by the

colonial penetration , followed

by colonial interference in the

traditional economies, leading

to the distruction of traditio

nal technologies. Thus the all.

devouring technology of the

West is the genesis of capital

accumulation . From this the

sis it can be concluded that

there exist two “worlds) , one

technologically advanced , the

other technologically back

ward , the development of the

former having caused the un .

derdevelopment of the latter

This dependency on the deve

loped economies shows a clear

ly asymmetric pattern .

The capitalist system is a

worldwide industrial system

whose major agents are the

multinationals . It is a system

which enjoys the support of

the developed as well

underdeveloped countries, in

view of its role, i . e. Maximiza

tion of profit and appropria

tion of the surplus value pro

as the

When we refer to the tech

nological transfer, we refer to

a unilateral, asymettrical form

Let us ask ourselves, then :

What are the multinationals ?

A UN report 6 defines them

as companies and corporatio.

11
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ment, UN New York , p.4,

Sale No. 73. II A. 11 1973.

6. Multinational

ing .to cross . On the other

hand we note in the discu

ssions that references are ma .

de to the so -called new econo

mic order, of which in the op

inion of Professor Erminid

Raiter, a definition is slowly

and laboriously being arrived

at 9.

corpora

tions in worldin world develop

duced in the developing coun .

tries by the multinationals, in

order to accumulate and capi

talies it in the imperialist

countries. On the other hand ,

the essential feature of the ca

pitalist system is always the

maintenance of conditions of

inequality, both at national

and at international level. It

is, then, clear that the more

the developing countries are

integrated in the world capi.

talist system , the more they

will become dependent on in

ternational imperialism ,

ment, UN New York , p.4

Sale No. 73. II A 11 1973 .

7. Stephen Hymer, Le imp

ress Multinazionali, eina

di, pp, 63, 1974 veda anc

he A. H. Yare societa, mul

tinazionale epaesi in via

di sviluppo, Nouva Era .

But in our opinion it is not

so much a definition that is

being worked out, but a title

of one of the many dramas

the many dramas enacted by

international imperialism , it

is a drama in which one of the

actors quotes dramatically the

following passage from To .

Istoi: I sit on the back of a

man, suffocating him and for

cing him to carry me, at the

same time I assure to myself

and others that I am full of

pity for him and wish to im.

prove the man's lot by every

possible means except dismo.

unting his back . )

N. 29, GENNAIO 1976 ,

The industrialization of the

developing countries becomes

a myth, unless care is taken

to rationalize the imported

technology adjusting it tc

environmental conditions; he.

nce it is pure mystification

i.e. unless due account is ta

ken of its negative impact on

small and handicraft indus.

tries and on traditional tech

nologies.

Mogadiscio .

8. Hymer, OP. CIT, PP 63

64.

9. Prof. Erminio Raiatteri,

Sul problema della forma.

zione techico- sceientifica
NOTE :

nei paesi in via di svilup-

1 : K. Marx , II Capitale,

1.3 . P 171 , 225 Roma

po in Cilmi iyo Farsamo,

A question often raised is

whether there can be real tec

hnological transfer unless the

multinationals guarantees the

transfer scientific know how

to the developing countries,

and provide the developing

countries with their patents

rights and secret formulas.

P.5 , rivis-ta Dell'Universi

ta Nazionale della Soma22. Geoffrey Kay, Svilup

po , un analisi Marxista,

P.109, feltrinelli, 1975, mi.

lano

lia N. 1. 1978, Mogadiscio .

Today the multinationals

constitute the most advanced

type of organizattion for in .

dustrial and financial capital,

in the present stage of imperi

alism.

3. A.G. Frank , America La

tina Sottosvilippoo Rivo

luzione, PP.23-38, Einaudi

4. Colin Leys, Underdeve .

lopment in Kenya , the po

litical economy
of neo

colonialism , P.7, Heine

mann, London .

As it appears from the fore

going debate, we pose on the

one hand the problem of tec

hnological depen decy

although we don't propose any

definite way out from this dif

ficult situation in which the

developing countries are con

fronted with . We are not alsc

building the bridge, which the

development countries are go .

5 . P. Assette Kuuya, tran

sfer technology an over

view of the Tanzanian ca.

se Africa development, II

Vol N. 2p. 48, 1977, Dakar.

6. Multinational corpora

toins in world develop
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PARTY LIFE

XHKS
Jaalle Siad Addresses

Party Functionaries

to

the Nation and planning to

take the country back

the hands of the imperial

ists and neo -colonialists .

The Secretary General

of the SRSP, President of

the SDR Jaalle Mohamed

Siad Barre on 21st Septem

ber 1978, attended the usu .

al morning of the Party Ge.

neral Committee Function.

aries at the People's Hall.

The meeting which is held

every morning from 7.CO

8.00 and attended by

Party and Social Organisa

tions funtionaries is a for

um where these funtionaries

and the State funtionaries

exchange informations and

ideas.

cordial relations between

Somalia and the Soviet Un

ion in the past days and

the cause of their break off .

He said when the present

Soviet leaders antagonised

the Somali people and ope

nly confronted the legitim

ate rights of the peoples of

the Horn of Africa, particu

larly the people of Somali

West, Abbo and Eritrea

who are fighting for their

self -determination , and wh

en the Somali Democratic

Republic by fulfilling its ob

ligations to Liberation Mo

vements, consistently gave

moral and material support

to the Liberation Movemen .

ts representing those peop

les , did the relations bet .

ween the two countries cea

fulfill.

Inorder to confuse the

people, these elements now.

adays circulate baseless re

mors saying that Somalia

deviated from the Socialist

way of development as this

path proved unsucceseful

and a clear example of this

is the break up of relations

between Somalia and the

Soviet Union . On the other

hand Jaaile Siad deplored

certain groups whom he

described as the infantile

leftists and who are not cle .

ar about the Socialist moti

vations and the political sta

ps necessiciated by local co

nditions, the basis of Socia

list principles and one's str .

ategical aims. These point :

contribute to the ideas sa

ying that any Government

that abandous Soviet Polici

es cannot construct Social

ism . He called on these gro

ups to know more about

the reality.

The assistant Secretary

General of the SRSP ; Jaalle

Ismail Ali Abokor, had

behalf of the chairman of

the Cenral Committee Bur- 1

eaus and funtionaries wel

comed the Secretary Gene

ral and briefed him on the

activities of the Bureaus

and the importance of such

meetings held at the Party ;

Headquarters.

on 1

1

The President reiterated

that the Somali Democra

tic Republic will always

keep in line its Policies with

the principles of Scientific

Socialism and regard any

body against this as a real

enemy to the Somali Na .

tion . When stressing on

this point, the Secretary Ge

neral was aiming at the re.

actionary elements whc

these days reactivated their

underground movements

with which they are figh

ting the Revolution , destro

ying the achievements of

The Secretary General

on the Occassion , address

ed the attendants and spoke

widely on the Party and

State Policies both internal

ly and externally. He also

sited the achievements rea .

ched during the past rine

years of Revolution and the

problems encountered. Jaal.

le Siad referred back to the i

1

Jaalle Siad in general dis .

cussed the particular condi

tions and situations under

which the Revolution is

going and the tasks that

the Party and Social orga

nisations are supposed tc

fulfil.

13
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1

On 12th September 1978

Party cells that is of the SRSP

were established in all the pr

oductive places within the

Capital city of Mogadishu. The Importance of

Party Cells

:

1

The task of establishing

Party cells came after two

years of the foundation of

SRSP in all Regions, Districts By . Mohamed Danir Afrah

and Quarters (That is residen .

tial level ) . This was followed

by the foundation of the SO . being the decisive role played 5. The inspection and cont.

cial organizations such as, the by the workers in the develop- rol of the implementation of

General Federation of Somali ment of the productive capa. the work plan of the Ministries

Trade Unions, Somali Youth cities of their societies. That concerned and safeguarding

Revolutionary Organization, is why it is imperative to give public property.

Somali Women Democratic
1 the emphasises to the Party

Organization and the Organi cells in the productive sectors 6. Assisting higher Party or

zations of the Somali Coopera- of the economy. The function gans in terms of works and

tive Movement. Infact social of the Party cells is to conne.
the transmission of a perman

org a nis a tions ct the higher party organs ent report and as well to the

were formerly establi . with the workers , peasants executive Committees of the

shed in both residential and intellectuals etc. This connec- Social organizations concern.

production level . Thus the es- tion makes possible for the ing the performance of their

stablishment of the party ce Party of the new type in the committees in the productive

lls in the productive sectors implementation of its duties sectors or work section .

makes the building of Party dealing with increasing the

Structure as a complete one. productive capacity of its So- Above all, the work con.

ciety and raising the living nected in the establishment

standard of the workers. of the party cells in Mogadi

The Importance of the Pa
shu has been successfully co

try cell lies in its importance
Therefore among the basic mpleted. The method used was

of being the lowest base in

duties of the party cell are the nomination method men

the structure of the party of
the following : tioned in the constitution of

the new type. In terms of the
the Somali Revolutionary So.

hierarchical structure of the

1. Streghtening and safegu. cialist Party . For example in
Party , it is the lowest base

arding the vanguard role of places were party members

which has grass root connec
party members in creasing were less than fifteen mem

tion with the masses and whe

re most Party works are done. the country and as welltaking
the productive capabilities of bers a secretary and an assis

tant have been selected . Whi

active role in its political life . le in places having higher

The Party programme spe .
than the above number a cells

cifically mentions the fact

2. Recruitment and traini. committee has been establi
that every Party member is

ng of new Party members. shed with a secretary and an

duely bound to participate ac .
assistant.

tively in its works. Therefore,
3. Instilling the principles of

the Party cell is an organ
of

Scientific Socialism in the In the formtion of the

the Party whereby all Party minds of new members, their Party Cells Cadres from the

members are involved in the

mobilisation , leading the theo- SRSP Headquarter were pre.
works which demonstrate the

ry of Scientific Socialism , fig . sent. They gave instructions

Quality and the Calibre of
hting against opportunism dealing with the Party works

each Party member.
and factionalism . and the duties expected from

its cell members. Members of

It is to be noted that
4. Being vanguard members the Party cells have manifes.

Socialist parties give due im extending a helping hand tc ted a revolutionary spirit in

portance to the workers invol
the workers unions in the So- the execution of their respon .

ved in the productive sectors cialist competition for increa. sibilities. We wish them suc

of the economy. The reason sing production .
cess and progress.

1
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Hailing the 9th Anniversary of the

21st October Revolution

1

Mass celebrations were

held on September 30th in

all the orientation centres

of Banadir Region in prepa- !

ration for the 9th anniver

sary of the 21st October Re.

volution .

These settlements today re

present a prototype agro -fi

shery communities of the

new Somalia .

to the Political Office of the

Presidency of SRC in the

development of the consci

ousness and as well the mo

bilisation of the Somali

masses in the execution of

the Revolution Programme

dealing with the socio -eco.

nomical and political deve.

lopment of the country.

!

In the above celebrations

speeches were delivered by

SRS Party Cadres from its

headquarter . They touched

on the various achievem

ents made, by the 21st Oc

tober Revolution in all as

pects of life since its incep

tion .

1

As a matter of fact , the

tremendous work unederta

ken by the political office

Paved the way for the

foundatio
n

of the SRSP

and its social organi.

zations. Also it meant the

resurgence or the rebirth of

the 21st October Revolution .

But the most outstan .

ding achievements made in

the social sectors was the

writing of the Somali lan

guage which herald cultu

ral Revolution at the grass

roots level . A two phase ca

mpaign dealing with the

learning and the dissimina

tion of the script of the

Somali language was initia.

ted in the urbanised areas

of Somalia . Later, after one

year the Rural Development

Campaign was initiated

throughout the territory of

the Somali Democratic Re

public . This Campaign was

the most vaible work un

dertaken by the Revolution

at the grass root level in

fighting the three enemies

of mankind, hunger, disea .

se, and ignorance. According

ly, the writing of the So

mali language represent one

of the outstanding achieve

ment made by the revolu

tion for the benefit of the

Somali people.

!

However, this year anni.

versary is significant one,

for it entail the stocktaking

of nine years of revolutio

nary struggle. Likewise, it

is logical to compare the

above nine years of revolu

tionary achievements with

the preceding nine years of

corruptive governments.

i

On the other hand, con

necting development in the

economic field emphasises

were laid on the develop

ment of the economic sour.

ces of the country. That is

in its various sectors agricu

Iture, livestock, fisheries

and industrialisation .Therefore, the lectures

delivered by the Party Cad

res centred on the theme of

the multivarious achieve

ments made by the 21st Oc.

tober Revolution in the fie

lds of economical, political

and social developments.

1

From the political as

pects references were made

to the three charters of the

Revolution spelling the po

litical direction of the re

volution . The dynamic role

played by the Public Rela.

tion. Oftice iater changed

Special references were

made to the nationalisation

of major economic sectors

owned by foreign companies

such as banks, electric and

sugar plants. The establish .

ment of cooperatives num

bering 337 in the productive

sector. The step undertaken

in the industrial sector and

as well the settlements of

the nomads in the fertile

lands between the two ri.

vers and along the coastal

shores of Indian Ocean,

The immense achievem .

ents made by the Somali pe

ople under the guidance of

their revolution can not be

counted here. However, it is

a certain thing that the So.

mali people are ready tc

make more sacrifies for the

development of their count

ry in all aspects of life .

1
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SRPS Delegation Attended Founding Day

of DPRK

A Somali Revolutionary

Socialist Party delegation

led by Jaalle Abdillahi

Warsame Nur, member of

the Central Committee, re .

turned back to the count

ry recently after attending

the 30th Anniversary of the

founding Day of the Peop

les Democratic Republic of

Korea.

With

While in PDRK, the de

legation had the opportuni.

ty of seeing some of the

country's vital economic

programme projects such as

Dams, State and Cooperati

ve Farms etc and in Pyong

yang the capital of PDRK ,

the delegation was shown

around places of historical

social significance as Theat

res, Musems, monuments

etc. In all the places they

visited , the delegation was

warmly received by the au

thorities and the workers.

ople and the development

going on in their country.

om many friendly countri

es, Parties and liberation

movements. The Somali de :

legation met some of these

delegations and exchanged

ideas with them .

On the last days of the

visit, the head of the dele

gation Jaalle Abdillahi

delivered a massage sent by

Jaalle Mohamed Siad Bar

re, the Secretary General

of the SRSP and President

of the Somali Democratic

Republic to Comrade Kin

Il Sung, the President PD

During the celeberation

days, the whole country

was in a festive mood and

in Pyongyong more thar

500,000 people representing

the Social Organisations

carried out different kinds

of exhibitions in the streets

of the city .

RK.

The celeberations were

attanded by delegation fr.

The delegation on seve.

ral ocassions met some of

the party and state leaders

with whom they exchanged

views and as well the expe .

riences of the two countr

ies . The Somali delegation

briefed their Korean Com

rades on the history of the

country , the achievements

of the October Revolution

and the establishment of

the Party in general and

the struggle for the unifica

tion of the Somali people

in particular . The Koreana

on their side explained their

continous struggle for the

unity of the two Korean pe.

Banadir Youth Brigade

i

On the 24th September

à ceremony was held at

Hamar Weyn District Orie

ntation Centre. It was joint

ly organised by Banadir

Regional Party Committee

and SRYU branch in the

region as a gesture of ap

preciation for the hard

work done by Banadir Yo

uth representatives during

their week - long working

stay at Shalambood, tc

take part in the staliza

16
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1
tion of the sand dune.

Thus the ceremony was

held in honour of the first

group after returning tc

Mogadishu and performing

their duty in good manner.

During the cermony, they

were awarded the first ang

second honory certificates

according to their individu

al work and activity. The

ceremony also served as

a fare well party for the

second group of the youth

consising of 210 comrades,

who engaged in the same

task from the 25 of Septem

ber to 15th of October.a

THE EDITORIAL BOARD OF HALGAN

EXPRESSES THEIR HEARTFELT

FELICITATIONS TO ALL THE SOMALI

PEOPLE ON THE OCCASION OF THE

NINTH ANNIVERSARY

CELEBRATIONS OF THE 21st

OCTOBER REVOLUTION

1
1
7 1
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WORLD AFFAIRS

The OAU Summit and the

Non -Alignment Conference
By - Abdi Awale Jama

development of Africa .

Both the Khartoum OAU

Summit and the Belgrade

Non -aligned Foreign Ministers

Conference laid a great deal

of stress on the theme of non

alignment.

During his OAU Summit

address, Jaalle Siyad, the

Secretary General of the SRSP

and President of the SDR poi

nted out :

emphasised, ( such foreign -

posed solutions to African pro .

blems are in final analysis na

solution at all , they only com

plicated an already difficult

solution . ”

Inspite of its many short .

comings and the serious set

backs it has suffered during

the past fifteen years, the OAU

symbolieses the fact that Af.

rica possesses a strong contin

ental feeling .

The OAU Summit opened

in Khartoum on July 18th. It

met a critical time for Africa .

a time of great troubles cau

sed by foreign intervention in

African affairs. The speeches

of the Heads of State and Go.

vernments assembled in Khar

toum emphasised that the

OAU must, henceforth , play a

more effective role in the stru.

ggle against imperialism , colo

nialism and superpowerism .

The 15th Summit Confere .

nce of the organisation of Af.

rican Unity witnessed African

leaders stressing the importan

ce of African Unity and reaf .

firming the determination to

oppose foreign intervention .

« This Fifteenth Assembly of

Heads of State and Govern

ments is taking place at a ti.

me of heightened internatio.

nal tension and rivalrous con

frontation in this African con

tinent : Foreign powers are

pursuing activities in fulfillm .

ent of their policy interests

in a manner that is most dam

aging to the true interests of

the African peoples concerned

in the pretext of defending

African interests . )

But such feelings are not

enough to give Africa a more

effective role in international

affairs . In order to obtain grea

ter results in the internatio .

nal arena, Africa needs the

guiding beacon of time- tested

principles.

Jaalle Siyad went on to

add ; « The effect of this inter:

ference has created a host of

antagonism and division am

cng the African countries,

thus weakening their effective

pursuit of their cherished go

als in liberating the remaining

colonial pockets as well as ac.

hieving economic and social

development in our continent. »

In this connection , it is

highly significant that the

OAU sessions in Khartoum dis

cussed at length the need ta

reinforce the movement of

nonalignment.
The OAU sessions condem

ned foreign military presence

in Africa and reaffirmed that

the defence, security and pea

ce of Africa are the responsibi.

lities of the African and the

mselves. Discussion also cen.

tered around the issue of crea

ting a Pan - African Military

Force , the strengthening of

support to the African libera .

tion movements, sanctions

against South Africa, the Mid

dle East situation, and the

Palestine question , the enha.

ncing of Afro -Arab cooperation

and promoting the economic

The Conference of Foreign

Ministers of Non-Aligned cou

ntries was held in Belgrade

Yugoslavia , between July 25th

and 29th. The key task under

taken at the Conference lay in

preparing for the Non -aligned

Summit document safeguad

ing the purpose and unity of

the non -aligned movement.

The Secretary General of

the SRSP and President of the

SDR warned that Africa is in

danger of being recolonised

and that this second scramble

for Africa is spearheaded, reg

retfully, by the Soviet Union

which seeks to introduce fore

ign troops to impose external

solutions. « Naturally ) Jaalle

Siad

Serious attempts have been

made recently to sabotage the

non -aligned movement. The

most damaging of these ha

ve been made by the Soviet

-

-
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SPEECH DELIVERED BY THE

SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE

SRSP JAALLE MOHAMED SIAD

BARRE ON THE OCCASION

OF THE 9th ANNIVERSARY

OF THE 21st OCTOBER

REVOLUTION
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September - October 1978

First of all on behalf of the

Central Committee, the Politi.

cal Bureau and on my own

behalf, let me congratulate

you all on the Anniversary of

this great day, fully aware

that your feelings and sense

of optimism are on a high le.

vel. I pay special regard and

gratitude to the Comrades

and other Dear Guests who

travelled a long way in order

to share with us the Anniver

sary of our Revolution.

le
COMRADES,

Your feelings, such as you

are having to -day, moved the

armed forces, on a day like

this nine years ago, to take

over the responsibility of go

verning the country... a pro

cess in whose guidance, di

rection and implementation

many of you have participa

ted .

T'he aim of the Revolution

was not simply to take over

power, nor to serve the inte .

rests of a particular group or

class , nor to passify the people

with false promises, but to re

alize in practice the large ás

pirations of the Somali mas

ses for which they were strug

gling for a long time, and to

overcome the problems and

difficulties that had weakened

them for so long.

The aspirations for which

the Somali people struggled

for so long cʻin be summa.

rized in their desire to achieve

in the country, through their

own efforts , social and econo

mic change, whose fruits are

not appropriated by a small

group of class but are shared

equitably by all . The Somali

people believes, like us, that

this country has resources suf

ficient for ten times the pre

sent population , but the main

obstacles are ignorance , lack

of hard work and maldistribu

tion .

It was because of this convic

tion that the Revolution from

the beginning set itself the tas

k of raising the level of educa.

tion and knowledge, increa

sing production and its equi.

table distribution among the

society . We need not ask our

selves the gains of the Revo

lution in such areas . One can

get the details and statistics

from the organisations con

cerned , or see the results in

social practice . We believe

that the Somali people , despi

te a long history of difficul

ties , division , oppression, di

version and deception ,deception , are

today passing through a bet

ter period because manymany of

their aspirations have been

realized , and that have fuil

confidence in the realization

of the rest . This does not call

for any relaxation. On the

contrary whenever our society

becomes bolder, whenever our

economy grows, whenever our

national unity becomes more

solidified, then certainly we

are frustrating the interests

of certain groups within us or

the policies of some foreign

governments . We cannot ex

pect these to approve or at

least not oppose such succes

ses . It is up to them . On our

part we should seriously and

in a revolutionary manner ful

lfil the responsibility of the

all - round development of our

society. To do so we have al

ways to be clear on the path

-
-
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we have to follow , which can

only be the socialist path .

The gains of the Revolution

are enough evidence on the

correctness of the choice ot

of the Socialist

path. Thanks to the Socialist

path and the hard work of

uur people , the nine years of

stiuggle have raised to a

high level the economic, social

and cultural transformation .

for which we have sought for

so long. In reality the main

features of the economy to

day, system of distribution

and the direction of inves

tment are in the hands of the

people . We can divide the

economy into 3 main sectors : -

peared a new phenomenon of

parasites who try to benefit

from these weaknesses and

get rich quickly . We are not

worried about thesethese pirates

They came with the wind and

they will go with the wind

All those willing to participate

in the above mentioned 3 sec

toi's are quite welcome, but

the insects and parasites have

to leave us alone .

and ignorance resuit in cultu .

ial backwardness. This cultu

lal backwardness stagnated

for a long time in the lowest

form recognisable in the deve

lopment of the society : In the

form of clanish formation . Low

productivity and ignorance

bring forth struggle- sometimes

violent over the available reso.

urces and social services , thus

resulting in lack of confiden

ce and lack of security . The

first step taken by the Revolu

tion in this regard was to

bring back confidence to peop

le , to provide the service they

need such as medicine, water ,

or pasture in an equitable

way, to make each family feel

secure where they are .

In the field of educa

tion , we are all aware

C. the importance given to it

by the Revolution, and hovi

the people became conscious

0 it . ine writing of the So

inaii language and the streng

thening of Arabic opened the

asor to the expansion of edu

cation everywhere, simplified

the educational system in the

schools, and eliminatted thc

misunderstanding and
lack

j harmony in the administra

tion . In fact the question fa

cing us today is not how

bring education to our people

cut :

( I ) How to improve the

quality of education in the

schools and University.

( II ) How to give a tech

nical basis to the students ;

and

1 ) The state sector

2 ) The co -operative sector

3 ) The private sector

The two first sectors are

collective property directly

managed by the government,

while the third sector is gui .

ded and controlled throu

gh the plan . The existence

and encouragement of this

third sector is not something

now , nor is it inimical, to an

Economy developing in the

socialist path . On the contra

ry it can play a proper role

in the overall development of

the country , provided the pri

vate owners are nationals

who are active in investment

and respectful of the laws of

the country and rights of

their employes. Even if the

investors are, or involved

with foreign firms, organisa

tions or governments they can

still participate in the deve

lopment efforts subject to the

pian of the country and the

accepted norms of interna

natiol exchange.

to

We believe that the peop

le , when they saw what has

been done for them, gave up

clinging to tribalism , (or, ra

ther clannism ) and that they

vegan Tully to back the Revo

lution and the Party that was

born with their all -round sup

port . Never the less there are

those who are intent on exar

cerbating the tribal wounās in

order to fullfil their own inte.

rests, or make it a stepping

stone for reaching power. Whi

le we are sure that they can.

not deceive many yet we call

upon those who lost individua

Is to give up political profitee.

ring, noreign - following and the

damaging or the Somali peop

le . If they don't remedy their

conduct in time the Somali

masses will no longer tolerate

them and will have no mercy

for them .

( III ) How to bear the

burden of such an expanded

system in the coming years.

The only way to solve the

se problem , we think, is tc

work harder, develop our

economy further and to im

prove our planning system .

The Revolution also gave

top priority to the security and

stability in the society . It

was absolutely essential

that each person should feel

secure in his home, district

and place of work . This requi

red the study of the social re

lations among our people, the

cultural heritage, and the spe.

cial circumstances that cause

conflict-sometimes bloody am

ong them .

Economic backwardness

In such an expanded econo

my, mostly managed by the

government, with extended

relations with many parts of

the world, it is quite possible

to find mismanagement here

and there, or unbalance among

its sectors. Recently there ap

COMRADES :

From the first years the

Revolution faced its responsi

bility concerning the moboli

zation of the people, the raisi

ng of their political conscious

ness, and the vanguard role

of the forces engaged in pro

duction. when it became clear

that the internal contradica

tons between social groups

has became minimal, when

3
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confidence in justice brought

about wide-spread peace in

the country, when full atten .

tion was turned to work, when

progressive and patriotic for

ces had the upper hand, then

the Supreme Revolutionary

Council transfered its powers

to the new socialist Party, whi.

ch has been ruling party for

the last two years. The main

objective of this was to create

a mass basis for the rule of

the country , to establish corr

ect leadership from the people

so that the programmes and

plans of the government can

meet the short and long range

needs of the people. The expe .

rince of the past two years

shows that this was a clear

foresight. This does not mean

that the process of enabli

ng the various social groups

of the people to participatte in

running the affairs of the cou

ntry has terminated . On the

country the aim of the Par.

ty is to increase each day

the involvement of working

forces and the various social

strata in making the general

policy of the country. Moreover

it is also necessary that all

members of the society at lar .

ge realize their responsibility

towards the country, as well

as their rights.

It is as a result of this

need that the Central Commit

tee decided and approved the

making of a Constitution whi

ch, will be promulgated during

the coming year. In our opin

ion this will be a very impor

tant step for the democratic

development which our count

ry is seeking. Certainly the

Constitution will result in the

establishment of a Paliament

in which the various social st.

rata will express their views

about the policy and adminis

tration of the country.

The Central Committee also

decided , in its meeting of 18th

and 19th October, the holding

of an extraordinary Party Co.

ngress within 3 months in

order to evaluate the presentough land and enough resou

situation of the country, and rces. The truth of the matter

to dabate, study and appro- is that the Ethiopian Govern

ve the policy which the Party ment in its accusation of So

is to follow in the coming yea- malia is camouflaging its colo

rs. nization of the peopies who are

struggling to become free from
COMRADES

its rule . The accusation that

DEAR GUESTS ;
Somalia has destroyed

Lately thethe question has
pecple and property is a base

less one, simply because Soma.
ween asked in several quarters

lia cannot possibly destroy the
about the stand of the Somali

towns and villages built by So.
Government concerning pre.

mali people with their own
sent world issues, specifically

sweat. If any body is going
its relations with the major po

to lodge a claim it is the So

wers and its neighbours. How

mali Democratic Republic wh
does she view, it is asked, the

ose people have been killed
cause and struggles of the li

towns bombarded and great
beration movements in the

damage caused thereby . WhatHorn of Africa ? We think that

the Somali people can in nc

the Somali point of view is hid .

way accept is to see their bro
den only from those who don't

thers colonized and oppressed
want to understand it for our

in their own land. The support

position is apparent from our

given by Somalia to the Libe
daily work . Yet let me try to

ration Movements is based on

clarify .
such legitimate rights. I

was for the same reason that

If I start with the quest
we were supporting Djibouti

ion of the Liberation Meveme.

just recently, even though at
nts struggling for the return

the time also Ethiopia was

of their rights -be they those
propagating that we were clai

of Western Somalia, Abbo or ming it. But truth will alw.

Eritrea - we think it imperati
ays come to the fore, and his

ve that a way must be found
tory teaches a lesson each day ,

to allow these peoples their for those who want to listen

right for self -determination

This is a legitimate and inevi
Apart from the cause of

table right common to all na
liberation , which is between

tions that are under colonial

the Ethiopian Government

bondage , divided , or suffering
and the Liberation Movements

from racial discrimination . I

there has been a long -standing
believe there is no need to

reiterate here the history
border problem between Ethio

of

pia and Somalia which requir

Western Somalia , the Somali
es a solution . All these proble

people in general , or that

Eritrea. I believe that history
ms require to be squarely fa .

ced and discussed in a
is well-known even though so way

that fullfils both the short

me governments, in pursuing

and long-range interests of thetheir own interests, many ti

people of the region .
mes ignore or deny that his

On these problem of the

tory .

Horn , Somalia disagrees with

The Ethiopian Government other governments besides E

continually claims that Soma thiopia, main among which is

lia is expansionist, that So- the Soviet Union . We do not

malia wants to annex Western demand that all governments

Somalia . This is pure nonse- agree with our poin of view

nse. The people of the Somali concerning the burning issues

Democratic Republic have en of the day, including those of

of
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nisation of African Unity was

created : The necessity of un

iting this continent. We hope

that the crisis in several areas

of the continent will be solved

in order to make the necessary

co -operation and unity for

progress possible .

the Horn of Africa . But what

we never expected was that

a government with the presti.

ge and declared principles of

the Soviet Union , on whose

shoulders lie responsibilities of

a world scale, or Cuba which

claimed that it stands for the

defense of the oppressed peop

les, would blatantly side aga

inst weak Liberation Moveme

mts struggling for a long time

for their rights with no wea

pons but the will of their peop

le . We believe that foreign in .

terference in the Horn of Afri.

ca is a dangrous policy, with

serious consequences, and will

in no way provide solutions to

the present problems. We call

again upon the Soviet Union

and those Governments allied

with it to review and change

their present policies, respect

the rights of the humans for

freedom and independence

and stop the threats and ag

gressive designs against the

Somali Democratic Republic.

We admit that there are

each government to ex -coloni.

al power was strengthening,

and the interference of foreign

powers seeking strategic advan

tages without regard to the re

al unity sought by the African

people, was also increasing.

The uncalled for designs of

these governments whether

they are of the old colonial ty

pe, or those new ones who are

seeking today to create oppor

tunities for dividing African

countries in order to promote

their interests, cannot be tole.

rated , nor can their danger be

minimized . To cap it all , there

appeared recently divisions a

mong the countries according

to the system or way of deve.

lopment preferred by each .

When we call for this, we

do not mean at all that the

major powers or the so -called

developed countries cannot

contribute to the Liberation of

the remaining parts of the

continent, or to its economic

and technological progress.

They can and they should .

But the prin kry condition is

that they shouiu respect the

freedom , peace, security and

cooperation of this continent.

Yet with all these problems

one cannot ignore the larger

common interests of the conti

nent, the similar circumstan

ces and conditions of the peop

le all of which compel closer

co-operation and a common ef

fort to solve the problems bet

ween them .

many problems in the African

continent. But we believe that

it is up to the Africans to

come up with the solutions

they see fit in the manner

they see fit , either collectively

or between those countries

that the specific problem con

cerns.

If we mentionmention specifically

our relations with Europe and

the United States, relations

which Somalia always tried

to prevent from deteriorating,

we want to say that these re

lation are now improving. We

are specially gratified by their

carefulness not to interfere

in our internal affairs , and

the willingness they have

shown in assisting us economi

cally.

We also deeply respect the

relations we have with the go

vernment and peoples of Chi

na . It is an undeniable fact

that China today plays a very

important role in the worla

arena. She deserves serious

consideration from the Soma

li Government and people for

her considerable assistance in

our economic development and

her sincere attempts to under

stand the character of the So

mali people and their objecti

ves.

This will certainly facilitate

the uniting of the forces ana

the political views of the conti_

nent in order to give genuine

assistance to the nations still

struggling for their indepen

dence such as Namibia, Zim

babwe, and those who are loc.

ked in confrontation with apa .

rtheid South Africa. Even tho

ugh many countries are tr.

ying to find a peaceful solu

tion for the independence

these countries, yet all African

countries should spare no ef

fort in order to help these pe.

oples to gain their independen

ce immediately. Only when this

is appreciated, only when there

is genuine convicton of the

need to unify the struggle of

the African peoples, only then

would it be possible for Afri

can leaders to tackle and rea

lize the aspirations of the six

ties, and for which the Orga.

In truth, during the early

sixties when the enthusiasm

of the independence Movem

ent was still in the air, there

was a sense of solidarity co

ming up. Unfortunately when

the independence of many co

untries was consolidated and

recognized, misunderstandings

appeared . There are many re

asons for this, of course, chief

among which are the divisions

inherited from colonialism , la

ck of communication , different

languages and religions that

were an impediment to their

intermingling. In addition to

this the socio - economic ties of

If I now turn to the Aral

World it is obvious that the

special circumstances pertai.

ning today in the Middle East,

the Red Sea , Horn of Africa ,

and the Indian Ocean confirm

the fact of our interdependece

and the need to further stren
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gthen our Governmental co

operation and our socio -econo

mic relations.

policy of Somalia , what are

the present roles of the Soma

li masses, the Revolutionary

Socialist Party and the Gover

nment?

organisations. It must also

strengthen its relations with

parties of similar views anca

other international organisa

tions, Since the time of hol-.

ding the Extra -ordinary Party

Congress is close at hand , the

Party must organize itself for

the occasion and tasks au

hand .

However, we are very mu

ch worried by the fact that

the Camp David proposals

for a solution of the Middle

East crisis have created divi.

sions among the Arab leaders .

The Somali Government and

people were always struggling

for a just solution of

the Middle East crisis : that

Israel should withdraw from

all Arab territories occupie.

in June 1967 , and that the Pa

lestinian people should be al

lowed their national rights

for self-determination These

principles have also been codi.

fied in Resolutions 242, and

338 of the United Nations.

All Government organs must

conclude in fullfilling the tasks

set out for them in the 1974

78 plan . Special attention

must be focused on the direc

tive of making the country

self -sufficient in food produc.

tion by 1980. No matter whi.

difficulties arise, this goal must

be kept in the fore front . The

Government is also required to

improve the system of admins.

tration , reduce waste, and eli .

minate the reminants of pecu

lation , corruption and favou..

ritism . The co -ordination of

the various organ - s must be

simplified, while the workers

associations and co -operatives

should co -operate in raising

production and the

satisfying of the needs of the

masses . If we fullfil our pro

grammes and these directi

vies, Iam sure our people will

prosper in the road we are fol

lowing.

The implementations of the.

se principles and a final pea

ce agreement between the Ar

ab countries and Israel could

not have been easy matter but

one which needs, in our opi.

nion, prolonged struggle, pa

tience and open mind. Since

there had been no Arab Sum

mit for some years , we believe

the meeting called by Iraq is

in order. This meeting must

discuss the questions dividing

Arabs, strengthen the basic po

ints of agreement, and find

the proper formula for co -or-

dinating Arab points of view .

The confrontation between

Arab countries, in our view ,

is very dangerous indeed . It

gives an excellent opportunity

to their enemies, and makes

the Arabs lose a right which

they could have won were they

united . For these reasons the

Somali Government has deci.

ded to participate in this co

ming conference and will spa

re no effort in trying to bridge

the differences.

The Somali masses had ma

ny time expressed and proved

their readiness to defend their

nationhood, their sacrifice of

self and property for the reali

zation of national aspirations,

their undauntedness and pa

tience . It is beacuse of these

qualities that the Somali na

tion had been fought against

decades ago and divided . The

same designs are still there

today. The Somali people can

defeat such criminal plots

only by further strengthening

their unity and solidarity .

There are always rabble-rou

sors who are bent on divi .

ding the people, enticing one

against another, and reviving

old vestiges of the past. It is

the responsibility of the Party

to point these to the people,

expose and isolate them . It is

true that the Party has been

engaged upto now in its own

establishment; it has passed

through the difficult circums

tances facing the country ,

which did not allow it to con .

centrate fully on its normal

tasks in the society . Now that

the Party has completed the

establishment of its struc.

ture across the country, both

residentially and at work pla

ces, and is engaged in many

areas directy in the administ

ration, it can only be expected

to conscientiously and directly

implement its
programme.

The party is the nerve centre

among the masses that com

municates their views and com

plaints to the organs concer.

ned, and firmly establishes

the roots of the ideas of scien

tific socialism . A party that is

not consistent and determined

in its principles will not be

useful and will not reach

its goals. It must mingle with ,

bring up and direct the social

Finally allow me to thank

the Somali masses, Armed for.

ces and the very many social

groups who have excellently

celebrated this occasion , and

heartily welcomed the Somali

Comrades who visited us from

abroad and from the regions,

and the other Dear Guests

who honoured us with their

coming to us on this day.

LONG LIVE THE SOMALI

REVOLUTION : LONG LIVE

THE S.R.S.P.

COMRADES,

DEAR GUESTS,

If such is the experience and

- 6 -
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THE CENTRAL COMMITTE

DECIDED AND APPROVED

THE MAKING OF A

CONSTITUTION WHICH

WILL BE PROMULGATED

DURING THE COMING

YEAR.

Jaalle Siad on 21st October 1978

-7
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THE CENTRAL COMMITTE

DECIDED IN ITS MEETING

OF 18th OCTOBER THE

HOLDING OF AN EXTRA

ORDINARY PARTY

CONGRESS WITHIN THREE

MONTHS.

Jaalle Siad on 21st October 1978

1 1
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Union directing Cuba to use

force to commit aggression ag

ainst National Liberation Mo

voments particularly those in

the Horn of Africa , causing

grave difficulties to the unity

of the non -aligned movement.

ndary ) treatment in theory

permits certain Socialist coun

tries to cynically manipulate

them for their own power inte

rests.

and social development, we

hold that it is a wrong tenden

cy to classify these nation as

« progressive ) , non -progres

sive) or « conservative » .

In the same connection , Pr.

sident Nicolae Ceausescu of

Rumania was moved to make

the following important state

ment.

That is why , at the Khart

oum OAU Summit, Jaalle Si .

yaad observed : « Cuba is surely

unworthy of its membership

in a movement dedicated to

the preservation and safeguar.

ding of principles and policies

of non -participation in collec .

tive alliance which include the

big powers, refusal to enter

into bilateral alliances with a

major foreign power . )

At the Belgrade Non-align

ed Conference, Cuba and the

Soviet Union came under hea.

vy attack for pursuing policies

and activities detrimental tc

the non -aligned
movement .

This is the first time in the

history of the movement that

such serious charges against

Cuba and the Soviet Union we.

re made. Futhermore, the cha

rges were made by countries

which are in the forefront of

the struggle against

imperialism : For example

Cambodia, the Somali Democ.

ratic Republic, Yuguslavia

Rumania ; Democrati
c Repub

lic of Korea , the People's Rep.

ublic of China and others.

in

«It can be said that in the

world today, we have seen two

major trends in the policy of

domination and redivision of

the spheres of influence : one

trend is to have recouse to for.

ce and to strenghten the domi

nation throught miliary ways ,

to seek for or consolidate the

spheres of influence ; the other

trend is to strengthen the do.

mination of monopoly and

multinational corporations

and consolidate the influence

of certain countries in var.

ious areas of the world thro

ugh various means, mainly ec .

onomic means. Having recour.

se to force and using military

nieans is the principal danger

in international life . »

Having been involved

damaging practice , Cuba be

gan to issue a spate of propa

ganda to rationalise such wr.

ong policies in the field of

theory, Cuba sought to revise

the most fundamental princip

les of the non -aligned movem

ent. Cuban theory amounts to

demanding that the non -alig

ned countries should align

themselves with the Socialist

camp.

Cuba and the Soviet Union

responded by saying that such

charges were instigated by old

style imperialism . They al

so hasten to add that such at.

tacks serve imperialism . Such

simplistic responses cannot sa

tisfy people in 1978. As the

May 1978 Editional of HAL

GAN siated :

The President of Rumania

went on to add :

The Cuban practice and

theory of non -alignment has

been vigorously criticised by

important circles in key coun

tries for Example, Yugosla .

via , Indonesia , Sirilanka ( the

host of the last 1976 Colombo

Summit of the non -aligned co.

untries) . The media of the pe

oples Republic of China played

an important role in exposing

Cuban and Soviet anti-non -ali.

gned policies and activities .

The media of the Democratic

Republic of Korea emphasised

Comrade Kim Il Sung's state .

ment that the national libera

tion movement and the non .

aligned movement cannot

redused to the role of a mere

( reserve force ) for Socialist

countries. Giving them «Seco

« The non -aligned countries

are playing an ever important

role on the International life

We hold that the Conference

of Foreign Ministers of the

Non -aligned countries held re .

cently in Belgrade successful

ly worked out a programme of

action which will enhance the

role of these countries in the

International political life.

«The new aggressive policy

adopted by the USSR and its

allies resulted in crass interfe.

rence in purely African matte

rs . Their advanturist deploy.

ment of arms and troops (Fr

om Cuba and other East Eu.

ropean countries) in such a

the worldwide struggle against

way as to aggravate tensions

on the African continent.

Thus provide a veritable shel

ter behind which imperialism

is openly and forcefully retur

ning to recolonise Africa» ) .

« Rumania has always firm.

ly stood for the solution of all

African problems by the Afri .

can peoples themselves with

out foreign military or any

other intervention . In the field

of policies pursued by these

countries for their economic

That is why the criticism

of USSR policies with regards

to non -alignment have come

from numerous countries, ma.
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ny of them staunchly anti - im .

perialist.

In fact , many more count

ries coutinue to criticise USSR

polocies privately. They fear

to do so openly due to the he.

avy dependency relationship

created between the USSR and

several third world countries.

Southern Africa:

The struggle enters a new phase

The national liberation move

ments in southern Africa are

gaining moment um , internat.

ional solidarity actions in sup

port of the liberation struggle

of the peoples of Southern Afri.

ra are being held in an unpre

cedented scale throughout the

world, the racist white minori

ty regimes are facing moun

ting opposition and internal

crisis, in the face of this criti

cal situation the fascist govern .

ments in Southern Africa , Na

mibia and Rhodesia are resor .

ting to new tactics, inorder to

sustain their inhuman , super

exploitative systems in that

part of the African Continent.

plete cease-fire before S.

troops are confined to their ba .

ses, a naive way of trying to

disarm SWAPO and render it

ineffective so as to be able to

rig the elections and indepen

dence in accordance with the

racist mentalities of the rule .

rs of S. A. and their imperia

1st mentors of the multi-natio

nal corporations.

Both the South African go

vernment and the Rhodesian

are vainly trying to enforce

their own cooked up solution

as internal settlement for the

problems of Namibia and Zim

babwe respectively. The Patrio

tic Front of Rhodesia and SW

APO of Namibia have more of.

ten than not revealed the dan

gers underlying such devices

by the racialist regimes and

made their undaunting op

position to such international

settlements

the full backing of all the de

mocratic and peace-loving peo

ples in the world. The march

of history too has been ano

ther factor that favoured the

development of the Namibian

national movement. The ac

cession of many African coun

tries to independence and their

subsequent increase of aid and

assistence to SWAPO , the dy

namic rise of prestige and po

tentiality of the world Revolu

tionary Movement and its in

dispensible alliance with the

African national liberation

movements, all enhanced the

position of SWAPO in Namibia

until the westernwestern countries

which had a lot to stake in

that country tried to bring the

South African government to

its senses and agree to UN se .

curity propositions on the in

depedence of Namibia . The

intial acceptance of the UN

propositions by South Africa

was shortlived and it soon

had second thougts after dis

covering that SWAPO'S posi

tion as regards these proposi.

tions proved to be far beyond

what the racist South Africa

government had contemplated.

Presently the whole UN pro

ject is drawling with contra

dictions wantonly created by

the S. A. government.

The S. A. government refu.

sed to accept the UN forces,

numbering about 7'500 that

are to administer law and or

der in the country during the

forthcoming election . It says

the figure is too high . Of

course for her to mainpulate !

Moreover, it requires that sw.

APO shrut quarantee com .

Another sphere of great dif

ference between SWAPO and

the racist S.A. government is

the question of Walvis Bay

and the political prisoners.

SWAPO says the former must

be handed over and the latter

released before SWAPO stops

fighting, whereas the S.A. go

vernement maintains that S

WAPO should first stop fightig

before either the prisoners are

released or the question di

Walvis Bay settled .

Another serious snag to the

execution of the UN plan is

that Mr. Marthinus Steyn the

S.A representative, who is the

administrator -general of South

West Africa, has already gone

ahead with a unilateral regis.

teration of the Voters in Na .

mibia, which is evidently in

contrariety with the terms of

the UN plan that provides for

the complete presence and su

pervision of the registration

and elections by the UN mis

sion .

The South African racist go

vernment is bent on putting

every obstacle on the way to

the Namibian independence.

In view of the preparations

which the accession of Nami.

bia to independence entails

and which have been fully ap

NAMIBIA

Decades of petitions, appeals

and peaceful means by the Na

mibian people to gain their ina.

lienable right of independence

did not work with the abdura

te supremacist regime of South

Africa . Thus the people of Na

mibia led by their Liberation

Movement ( SWAPO» took to

arms struggle in 1962 which

soon won both the “ uppait and
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me up with an internal agree

ment of his design .

preciated by all the other con

cerned parties. S.A. , unable to

swallow the bitter loss of that

country for good, paradoxi

cally calls for an early grant

of independence with the sole

purpose of handing the coun .

try, Namibia, to the S.A.-bac

ked Democratic Turnhalle Al .

liance » : Another internal set.

tlement cover.

tance to the Patriotic Front

so as to hasten the doom of

the racist Smith regime and

bring about the establishment

of a genuine majority rule and

true independence in Rhode.

sia

This internal settelment is

however bound to fail since

it constitutes a total betrayal

of the aspiration of the Zim

babwe people to true indepen.

dence. The internal settlement

is devised and worked out in

such a way as to substitute the

present naked racialist Rhode.

sian system by a black repre

sented government that ma

kes sure that the capitalist in

terests and the white domina

tion in Zimbabwe remain in

tact.

The S.A. Primier Piet Botha,

a staunch advocate of apar

theid, and a man known for his

notorious role as S.A. defen.

ce Minister in 1975 when he

despatched S.A. troops into An

gola to assist the UNITA for

ces and his representative in

Namibia , Mr M. Steyn who

profecses a long training in

the arts of repression , are to

gether determined to carry out

the programmes of the former

racist chief, Mr Vorster to esta

blish a mockery of independen .

ce in Namibia . But these drea

ms are sure to be crushed upon

the mighty resistence of SWA

PO's freedom fighters backed

hy the vast majority of the Na

mibian people. In the late se

venties of the twentieth cen

tury the African national libe.

ration movements have amas

sed enough skill , experience

and political conscionsness

that they can never accept

anything less than true inde.

pendence that ultimately leads

towards full economical and

social emancipation ; and this

is what SWAPO stands for.

This plan is anachronistic,

given the present internatio

nal correlation of world forces

and the real situation in Rho

desia itself. The economic cri

sis in the country, the rising

inflation , the growing num

ber of the white properitors

fleeing the country, the esca

lation of the armed struggle by

the- Patriotic Front, increa

sing recruitment into the ran

ks of the freedom fighters, all

these combine together to ren.

der the Ian Smith attempts to

hold together his staggering

white dominated rule in Rho

desia by including into its ran

ks the Muzarewas, the Sithe

les and the likes futile .

In order to aid their man

Ian Smith -in Rhodesia and to

safeguard his crumbling regi.

me, many imperialist circles

have deligently sought to

draw a wedge between the two

partners of the Patriotic Front

by tring to label one Party

as ul t r a revolutio

nary, blood -thi. and accep

table and the other as al

tra revolutionary, blood -thi

rsty party. But as Mr. Muga

be, the co - leader of the Patrio

tic Front, has exposed these

attempts to be hopeless and

futile owing to deep trust, clo

se collaboration and conceted

action between ZAPU and ZA .

NU parties . With its adequate

training, advanced military

equipment, growing number

in its ranks, the Patriotic

Front has already extended its

guerrilla operations into the

urban cities of Rhodesia .

RHODESIA :

Panic -stricken by- this unex

pected escalation of the war

of libaration , Ian Smith haste.

ned to fly to the U.S. accom

pained by his accomplice black

« Reverends) and (Drs ) in the

hope that he may win certain

international sympathy for his

internal settlement. The Pat

riotic Front has so far displa

yed the highest degree of fle

xibility which has won her

the synpathy and support of

several Western countries. It

has at the same time made it

loud and clear that in such

matters of principle as true in.

dependence and majority rule

it is absolutely uncompromi

sing .

Apart from the growing inten

sity in their fighting capacity

inside the country, the patrio

tic Front has also won a mar.

ked position in the internatio

nal arena . The organization

of the African Unity is comp

letely with the patriotic Front

and had voiced its rejection of

the so - called internal settle

ment as a bogus agreement

and mere farce. In the recent

OAU summit held in July 78,

in the Sudanese Capital of

Khartoum, the member Sta

tes pledged once more to inc

rease their support and assis.

The Zimbabwean people's

growing struggle spearheaded

by the Patriotic Front, has

compelled the strong-headed,

stiff -necked , arrogant Ian Sm

ith to accept the participation

of few blacks in his govern

ment inorder to save the Rho

desian racist regime from be

ing completely over-thrown

by the genuine Zimbabwean

Liberation Movement. He ca
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30th Anniversary ofthe founding of the

DPRK

2

9th . Sept. 1978 marks the

30th anniversary of the found

ation of the Democratic Peop .

le's Republic of Korea . This

historic event was grandly co

mmemorated by the Korean

people and their revolutionary

Government.

After the long heroic strug

gle of the Korean people, in

which they scored a glaring

victory over the Japanese mili.

tarism three decades ago , in

1948, and subsequent to the

establishment of a people's re

public , the revolutionary Gov.

ernment of Korea embarked

upon policies aimed at the cr .

eation of an independent Soc

ialist State.

In this relatively short spa

ce of time, the DPRK saw the

elimination of a backward ec.

onomy and technology inheri

tetd from the colonial and se .

mi.feudal society, the laying

of a strong foundation of an

independent national economy

able to meet domestically, in

the main, the material, cultu

ral and defence needs of the

country and the people, and

its conversion into a socialist

industrial State .

In the international sphe

re , the DPRK follows a foreign

policy upon the principies of

peaceful co -existance, the res .

pect for and non -interference

in the internal affairs of other

states, the vehment opposition

to all forms of imperialist do

mination, the unreserved sup.

port of all national liberation

inovements struggling for the

independence and freedom

ever readiness for mutual coo

peration with other indepen

dent sovereign States based

on equality, and the upholding

of world peace .

Needless to say it was in

this community of interests

and aims that the revolutiona

ry government of the Somali

Democratic Republic establi

shed full diplomatic relations

with the DPRK, immediately

after the inception of the

October Revolution in Somalia

which soon developed into a

militant fraternal relation

embracing other spheres of

our social life . This cordial

relation was cemented by the

mutual cooperation betweer

the two countries in the fields

of agricuture, industry, educa

tion , etc. Moreover, the exch

ange of visits at all levels bet

ween the two countries furth .

er enhanced to deepen the al .

ready existing friendly rela

tions, which has been , indeed

crowned by the visit of the

SDR President Jaalle Siad

Barre to the DPRK in 1974

where he and his delegation

were accorded the warmest re .

ception and the traditional ho

spitality by the great Korean

Leader Comrade Kim Il Sung

the government and the Ko

rean People .

Now that the DPRK is triu .

mphantly celebrating this re

markable day of its foundati.

on , the Somali Revolutionary

Socialist Party, the Governme.

nt and the Somali People take

great pleasure and pride tc

express their warmest greetin

gs and heart -felt congratulati.

ons to the respected Korean

Leader Comrade Kim Il Sung,

the Korean Workers Party

and the friendly Korean Peo

ple opon this remarkably Joy.

cus occassion of their life . We

also re -affirm our unflinching

support for the peaceful re-un

ification of the Korean people

.. our Best wishes for an ever

victorious advance to new hei

ghts.

21
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Jaalle Siad's Visit to Holand.

Belgium and Italy
2819

The President of thel

SDR Jaalle Mohamed Siad

Barre at the head of a high

level delegation extended a

13-day official visit to Hol

land , Belgium and Italy fr.

om 4th to 17th of Sep

tember at the invitation of

the leaders of those count

ries.

Upon arrival in Amester

dam the President and his

delegation were given warm

reception . Latter, the Dutch

Prime Minister Dries Van

Agt threw a state banquet

in honour of Jaalle Siad in

the Hague.

In a speech at the banquet

President Siad said it is a

great pleasure for me to av .

ail myself of this opportuni

ty to thank the government

of the Royal Kingdom of the

Netherlands for the warni

reception and hospitality

accorded to my delegation

to the soil, of this marvellous

and ancient country. This vi

sit which indeed is the first

of its kind and to which we

attach a particular impor

tance embodies to us a great

significance - we therefore,

earnestly hope that it will

yield its vitality along the

path of close cooperation

between our two countries

in the years to come) . He

noted that relations bet

ween the two countries had

started a long time ago

when Dutch sailors traded

in this part of the world.

and social transformations

in modern Somalia . In doing

this we shall be able to over

come the evils of the arch

enemies of mankind- pover

ty, ignorance and disease.

In this connection he em.

phasized Somalia's profo

und desire in furthering the

relations between the twc

countries, particularly in

the field of economic coope

ration . «To this end I would

like to reiterate that the

hidden wealth of our coun .

try in agriculture, livesto

ck , minerals, fisheries, and

other resources, fortified by

the abundance of technolo

gy in your country and of

other friendly countries

will make rapid economic

Jaalle Siad gave an over

view of the present situat

ion regarding the conflict in

the Horn of Africa and said

that it has its deep roots

in the very colonial fabrica .

tions of the regions beginn

ing from the late 19th cen

tury to recent days. Adding
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bilateral cooperation.

President Pertini said

that President Siad's visit

would undoubtedly help to

further promote the friend

ly relations between
their

two countries and concured

agreement that bilateral co

operation should be streng

thened in all fields.

An agreement on bilate.

ral technical cooperation

was signed in Rome.

In a luncheon given in

his honour by the Italian

President, Jaalle Siad noted

that the friendly relations

between Somalia and Italy

are growing day by day and

stressed the need to further

On the third leg of his

tour in Brussels, President

Siad called on King Bedou .

im at his palace and discus.

sed with his majesty on wa

ys of further strengthening

the relations between the

two countries. The talks he

ld in an atmosphere of cor

diality and friendship, were

that it is an undisputed his

torical fact that Abbysinia

unlike other African countr

ies has fully participated in

the process of the scramble

1or Africa and its coloniai

partition , a process whicli

led her through military ex

pansions, conquests and an.

nexations to incorporate

within the Ethiopian empi

re, the surrounding territo

ries and peoples such as

Western Somali, Somali Ab

bo and Eritrea in the re .

cent past.

At the end of a three day

visit to Holland , speaking

to newsmen at Amesterdam

shortly before departure

the President said his talks

with Dutch government of

ficials paved the way for

closer relations of coopera

tion between Somalia and

the Netherlands in the ti .

mes ahead .

During the visit Jaalle

Siad met with Queen Julia

na in Rotterdam and the

Dutch Prime Minister Mr.

Dries Von Agt and had dis

cussions on matters of bila

teral relations and coopera.

tion .

In Italy, President Siad

met with Italian President

Sandro Pertini in Rome on

the 4th of September.
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ofeconomic development

the SDR.

1
also attended by members

of the delegation accompan .

ying the President.

Meanwhile, an agreement

in economic and education

al cooperation was signed

in Brussels between repre .

sentatives of the two count

ries.

Prime Minister of the Bel.

gium government. Before

wounding up his tour tc

Belgium , Jaalle Siad had a

meeting with the President

of the European Economic

commission and the D.G. of

the European Economic De

velopment Fund at the com

mission Headquarters in

Brussels and discussed coo .

peration arrangements with

the EEC . In a banquet hos

ted by the commission Pre.

sident, Jaalle Siad paid tri

bute to commission for its

active contribution to the

At a press conference in

Brussels President Siad said

that his talks with Euro

pean government leaders he

had met during his tour had

been enlightening and fruit

ful to the mutual benefit of

all concerned . He said that

Somalia ' as a member of the

ACP , wishes to enlarge the

socio -economic cooperation

bilaterally and multi- late

rally with EEC memeber

States.

In the course of the visit

Jaalle Siad met with Belgi

um parliament president

and exchanged views on bi.

lateral cooperation and

other issues of common con

cern. He also met with the

The 6th Inter- Regional Sports Competitions

IThe 6th Inter-Regional

sports competitions was of

ficially closed on 1st Octo .

ber by the Party Secretary

General, President Jaalle

Mohamed Siad Barre at a

ceremony held at the Natio

nal Theatre.

Sports being a very pro

minent feature of the so

cial life of all peoples great

ly contribute to the physi.

cal fitness of the youth , Na

tional prestage, and it fos

ters the moral sense of fair

play. The actual participa

tion in a sports event is also

an enjoyable past time .

These and many other adv.

antages of sports were not

lost to the leadership of the

October Socialist Revolu

tion who began to promote

it in all possible ways and

means right from the begi.

ning. That however does

not mean that sport was

unknown to the Somali Pe

ople in the past . Sport has

always been an integral

part of the traditional nom

adic way of life of the So

mali people. Hunting, long

distance walks, horse rid.

ing, wrestling, spear thro

wing, target shooting and

athletics were the usual

past time . Despite the lack

of organized competitions

among the nomadic youth ,

sporting activities were still

a day to day routine.

Throughout this revolu .

tionary era no stone was

left unturned to develop a

sound sports machinery

where participation was not

the priviledge of a few but

the right of all . We are

doing everything possible

to put in the minds of the

younger generation the val

ue of sports; sharp minds

are in healthy bodies. Our

youngstars are potentially

disposed to winning honou .

rs in international games

They lack neither the abili

ty, the desire nor the comp.

etitive spirit. The only obs

tacle was that they had ne

ver been given the opportu

nity to prove themselves be.

fore the inception of the re .

volution . We should work

out a plan , not only to rea

ch and every child in the

country» , Jaalle Siad stated

in an earlier sport speech.

Speaking on the occass

ion of the closing ceremony

of the 6th sports competi

tions, the President said

that the inter-regional spo.
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with which the youth can

combat suc evils ) , he went

on . While describing the

youth as the standard bea.

rers of the society, the Pre

sident called on them tc

be always vigilant against

all attempts aimed at un

dermining the conquests of

the Revolution .

Later the Party Secre

tary General and President

Jaalle Siad presented to the

winning teams awards com

prising of gold , silver and

bronze medals , and certifi

cates of honour.

The Minister of youth

and sports Jaalle Abdikasim

Salad Hassan who spoke on

the occasion said that the

player of the 6th inter-regi

onal tournament surpassed

those in the previous com

petitions both in sportsman .

ship and standard .

Eight hundred and se.

venty five (875) sportsman

and sportswomen from the

various regions of the cou

try participated in the 10

days sports competition .

phisniddph n? U

rts competitions, now suc.

cessfully concluded show

ever increasing interest the

people have in sports activi

ties.

Jaalle Siad dwelt at len

gth on the revolutionary go.

vernments policy on sports

and the progress so far ach

ieved. He urged the youth

and sports officials to doub

le their efforts so as to win

an honorable place for the

SDR in the international ar

ena .

The President expressed

the governments apposi

tion to introduce professio.

nalism in the Somali sport.

The player should not con

fine himself to sport as a

profession , in order to con

tribute to the society » , he

stressed .

On youth responsibilities

the President said that they

should the historical respo

nsibility to wage a relent

less fight against social ev.

ils, such as tribalism and

nepotism .

Sport is the real weapon

A cable of protest

The Somali foreign Mi

nister Jaalle Abdirahman

Jama Barre, sent a cable

of protest to OAU Secre.

tary General ADAM KODJO

on the 14th of September

to express the displeasure

of the Somali Government

over the deplorable abuse of

the Somali flag in the rec

ent Addis Ababa celebrat

ions for the 4th Anniver

sary of the present Abyssin

ian regime.

The Minister's cable sta.

ted :

« Deplore to have inform

you that on the occasion

of the celebrations of the

4th Anniversary of the pre

sent Abbyssinian Regime

the Somali National Flag

was exhibited then flag on

the ground and trampled

upon by the entire fleet of

marchers. Despite the
fact

that Somalia and Abbyssin .

ia do not maintain diploma

tic relations, neverthless my

country as a member state

of the OAU, whose headqua

rters is situated in ADDIS

ABABA, and in accordance

with the charter of the

OAU as well as internation .

ally recognized norms of

conduct between states, the

National Flag is rightfully

entitled to fly among other

flags of OAU member states

at the organisations headq.

uarters. I wish to hereby

communicate on behalf of

the government of the SDR

most vehement protests ag.

ainst the humiliation tc

which the Somali National

flag has been subjected. Ful

rthermore I wish to draw

your exellency's attention

that it is the duty and also

pre-rogative of the OAU to

ensure the flags, emblems

and symbols of each mem

ber state from any such ba

rbaric and uncivilized treat

ment by the host country

While the Somali
govern

ment has complete confide

nce in your Excellency's le .

adership it is the wish of

the Somali government tc

have the text of this note

of protest circulated to all

member states of the orga

nisation .
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CULTURE AND ART

October Revolution

and Development of

the Somali Language

lege and particularly rooted in

its language.

The small part of science

and technology and the mo .

dern knowledge in general

that we are in possesion is ex

pressed in terms taken from

foreign languages.

This is based on the fact

that the Somali language be

fore its writing, was just spo

ken but not used for administ

ration, science, technology, or

philosophy.

Nine years passed since the

birth of October 21st, Revolu

tion and during that span of

time, the Somali people achie

ved great successes among

which the writing of the first

script could be named .

me, was announced. Neither

the script nor the illitercy Ca.

mpaign were the only steps

taken but how the language

could be scientifically and tec

hnologically expressive was al.

so given its weight .

Therefore, since a script is

made, it is the development of

the language itself that needs

special emphasis to come up

to the level of all modern kno

wledge.

It was 21st October 1972

when the decision of writing

the language for the first ti .

The backwardness in the So

mali society has all-round cha

racter that affected its know .

To clarify the importance

of this point, Halgan is publi.

shing articles prepared by peo

ple , deeply involved with this

topic.

THE DEVELOPMENT

OF LITERATURE
By - A. Dirie Guled

It is a fact that literature

emerges from the enviroment

of its composers. Man depicts

his feelings towards his politi.

cal , cultural and economic str

ucture in various means of wh .

ich literature is the most effe .

ctive . Thus since the inception

of the Revolution other cultu

ral , economic and political de

velopmental changes have ha.

rmoniously taken place . This

has brought about a new expr

ession of either Complaint or

support of the system in the
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field of literature. Here is an

outline of how the Revolution

contributed to the developm

the cause of countless works

of literature. Besides this the

new political movement broug.

ntity with the sum of works

during the past centuries. Wi

thin nine month exessive wor

ks of literature have been com .

posed.

ent of literature.

Also literature has contri

buted in the daily usage of

new vocabulary . The three

phases of the Revolutionary

development has brought abo

ut the coining of many new

words. The application of the

Somali script as the language

of instruction in education

administration , commerce, in

dustry has necessiated the

usage of previously existing

vocabulary in an original way.

The words « Maamul»), «Ganac

si » and «Warshadeyn » had ne

ver expressed before their pre

sent meaning of «adminstrat

ion» , « Commerce ) or « Indust

ry » Alongside with this, the

outlook of thinking has been

promoted . When both the writ .

tten and oral form of the So

mali language was put in use

to serve in the political, cultu .

ral and economic fields as dee.

per insight in these three as

pects has been acquired . Th

is is a proof that the idea co.

mes before the word . After

you beco me conscious you se

arch for the word to express

the idea . Thus the developm

ent of thinking has become

the main cause for coining

new words. The promotion of

the society and is the means

to attain the achievement of

Revolutionary glories.

ht about its peculiar of li

terature. It was the inspiration

of many creative individuals

who for their first time compo

sed countless stanzas. Directly

or indirectly, the 21st October

Revolution was instrunmental

in causing to emerge these cre .

ative individuals and their

works of litetrature. Also lite

rature depicting the cultural

and economic conditions of

the society came forth . The 21

st October Revolution which

didn't only bring about politi

cal changes but also an econo

mic and cultural revolution

was the cause of the present

numerous works of litetrature.

Its role is abvious on how it

developed the other aspects of

the society. There are many

previously - ignored fields that

met with due respect after the

cultural Revolution .

As in every period a parti.

cular literary movement emer .

ges as one of the indelible ste

ps of the Somalia Script. This

was the most important factor

in the history of literature. It

was the first time that the

root of the Somali literature

was understood. Before that

there had been an oral litera .

ture but only the Somali scri

pt made the possibility of a

written form to be adopted

for the lines and stanzas of

the Somali Peotry. It became

possible for the unrecorded

Somali literature to be resear

ched and organised. This is

still in process and to certain

level saticfactory .

era . NowOn the other hand, the ad.

option of the Somali script fa

cilitated the creation of a new

form of literature with unlimi

ted dimensions. This came ab

out as the utilization of the

Somali script inspired the cre

tivity of many. Thus the writ

ten for which had been out of

use for a long time becouse

Let us give an outline of

the causes that developed lite.

rature by analysing particular

aspect. Firts, it is obvious

that the works of literature cr

eated during the Revolutiona

ry era are comensurate in qua.

This was a brief outlook of

the literary development in

the Revolutionary

let us examine the short comi.

ings and how to overcome

them. The role of the Somali

Script in reviving the previous

literature is not yet expressed

in detail . There is no trace of

nany works of the old litera

ture and the rest remains in

the minds of aged individuals
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meaning of a song every one

may give a different defini

tion , leave alone the more co

mplicated works of literature

Therefore, it is strange to find

antagonistic debates and diff.

erent opinions on one particu

lar issue.

way to be approached and ana.

lyzed and if mistreated it mig

ht be mis comprehended.

In conclusion , our Somali

-literature has been greatly de .

veloped in the era of the 21st

October Revolution because

before that only few had have

some poems by heart and no.

thing else. Now , within six ye

ars the number of poems com .

posed can only be estimated by

these concerned .

The place and the individu

al should be knowledgable and

they deserve to discuss the ma

tter. Every task has its own

The Somali Language

and Social Science

from whom it should be recor

ded before it is too late . This

needs both mental and mater.

ial investment and the action

should take place as soon as

possible. The reason is if our

ancestors have died with their

knowledge, we have to search

for the few living and inherit

what they transmit. Then

after gathering the informati.

on of available literature we

have to organize, categorize

and record them accordingly

What is more horrible is that

some of the newly -composed

valuable poetry is discarded

let alone publishing them in

the form of books. For sure.

great effort has been put ir

these books of poetry and their

transmission to society is inev .

itable . It is common that many

creative minds couldn't get

the least attention for the wo

iks that took most of their ti

me and effort . Neverthless so .

me works of literature have

been published. No one can

overlook the intellectua
l
of our

society as they have produced

thousands of books without ge.

tting reference, information or

data, to help them. We have

achieved the possiblity of pro

ducing books for all the stude

nts of our schools up to the

secondary grade within a few

years. Such an outcome has

only results after great effort

And at the same time many 0

ther works are not yet welco .

med for publication .

By - A. Yusuf Riyale

Language generally expresses

in material form the consciou

sness and thoughts of man . It

has come into being as a resu

It of the development atained

by man in his material need

and h is consciousness

Language is always growi

ng in direct proportion to the

progress of given society in its

way of life . It has reached the

highest stage of development

during the period of technical,

social, and scientific revolutio

nary transformation . Therefo

re , any expressed language

should be able to show modern

changes.

The division of labour am

ong the workers was basic tc

the development of the Somali

language .

As we have said earlier, the

Somali language began acqu.

iring new dimensions during

the period of the independence

struggle and later. And partic

ularly since the October Revo

lution after the nationalist se .

ntiment has grown and social

intercourse increased , this gre

atly affecting the production

relation among the people and

introducing scientific and tec .

hnological changes.

We have alone much to ov .

ercome our obligation of deve

loping the Somali Literature

but still there remains more to

be done. There is still not a

well-defined coined vocabula

ry. We don't need our songs to

imitate the same stanzas that

have already been in a poem

and what is a song by the way?

It is only a musical rhythm

or it contains more than that?

There are various definitions

of literature and if you ask

several people to explain the

The development of the So.

mali language has passed thr

ough various stages. It has

changed in line with the many

sided development of the social

life of the Somali people. And

it has specially matured with

the birth of independence. Be .

fore that time the Somali lan .

guage had developed only in

a limited way because of the

historical circumstances of

that period. And it served only

as a vehicle of expreissng class

interests .

And today we witness the

progress the Somali language

has made in the political life

of the nation and it's ideology

with which a new range of

vocabulary has emerged.

The words « Hantiwadaag , Son

calism and Hantigoosad » Ca.

pitalism have certainly -ex

isted in the Somali language

but they have never been used

as today, nor have they been

used politically. These words

have extensive connotations in

our time, connected with the
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economic and social life pertai

ning to all spheres. Like the

Somali words used for surplus

value, exploitation, production

production relations and for

ces of production etc. All ex

press the progress the langua

ge has made in the field of po.

litical economy. Likewise, the

re are Somali words that have

vast politicl connotations such

as those used for aparthied , co

existance , nationalization
etc.

and are all founded on the mo.

dern view of the great socialist

revolution . They also reflect

faithfully the various political

systems of the world .

FAST

nerally show the view of expe

rienced people .There are also words that

are used in a general sense , but

which retain their scientific si

gnificance, such as those used

for mobilzation (kicin ) proper

ty « Adduun ) , the bourgeoisic

Maalqabeen» etc. These wor

ds can mostīy be used for phi

losophisal ideas, and they ge

The growth of the Somali

language in the political life

occurred with the birth of the

October Revolution that has

profoundly changed the social

life of the Somali people and

the writing of the Somali scri

pt that has contributed to this

development.

Therefore, it is the new cir

cumstances of the social life

and the Revolution that caus

ed the Somali language tc

grow scientifically and keep

space with the technological

and social changes of our mo

dern progressive world .

TERMINOLOGY
By Gariye

ase a new terminology and a

new kind of social relation

ship , has been created .

Let me dwell on the deve.

lopment of the Somali langu

age. The formation of the So

mali Terminology passed thro.

ugh three important stages :

a) Religion Terms

Just close your eyes for

a moment and think . You can

concentrate as long as you like

but you cannot bring into

your mind more than the wor.

ds that you know . A person's

perspective depends on the

number of words that he com

mands. We may go further, a

society dispose of the termino

logy formed by its experience

and there you will find only

the terms necessary by the

requirements of its life. The

development of a language do

es not come by itself and it is

not independent of the existing

conditions of a society. The

terminology of the nomadic

society is limited because of

that society's backwardness

With the development of the

social production , and when

the means of production incre

and « Cadaab » ( hell) , « Shar»

(evil) and « khayr ) ( good )

« Shaydaan ) (devil) and Ma.

laa'ig) ( angel), « xaq » ( right)

and « Baadil » (wrong ) , (Xal

aal» (Lawful) and Xaaraan »

(unlawful) , « Sako ) (payment

imposed on earnings ), Soon »

( fasting) , «Xaj» (Pilgrimage)

and so on . It used to happen

and it still happens that the

Somali theologians use Arabic

words in the explanation of

arabic terms. As, for example

in exlaining this verse : ( Inna

macal cusri Yusran» , they wo

uld say : «after» ( cusra » , there

is « ursan » , without telling the

student that « cusra ) means

hardship and « Yusran ) relief.

b) Broad casting Terms

When the Islamic religion

reached the country, it had

an immediate impact on the

Somali culture . It became ne.

cessary to explain the Qoran

and the Hadith ) to people

who did not know Arabic. Mo.

reover the religion conveyed

new concepts. It was inevitable

to somalize the Arabic terme

representing these concepts

such as : “ Janno ) ( Paradise )

Both the Italian and the

British administrations estab
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sisble for the publication of

books written in Somali are

trying to find the Somali ter .

ms which can best translate

the scientific concepts. When

Somali words cannot be bound

the foreign terms are adopted

and Somalized.

Somali language which has

been adopted only recently. We

want it to respond to all our

linguistic needs too quickly.

lished radio services around

the 40's in the two regions

which were under their cont

rol, and their aim was to broad

cast news about the world war

II which ws the going on . The

Somali broadcasters met the

same difficulties previously en

countered by the theologians

They had to transmit concepts

in a language which lacked the

appropriate terms. My heart

felt congratulations go tc

them for the successful efforts

in providing a rich vocabulary

including such terms as : Ro.

cket, fair , Socialism , self pro

pelling machines automatic

weapons, discrimination , Com

monwelth, short and long wa.

ves , etc.

2) When a Somali word

cannot be found and is agreed

to adopt a foreign one, people

tend to use any of the three

versions of that word, that is

either Arabic, English or Itali

an.

3 ) The Literary writting is

so far very limited and the la

nguage is not yet consolidated

In conclusion , the three st

ages that I have mentioned he

re are the most important ones

for the formation and develop

ment of the Somali terminolo

gy. However, we cannot forget

the impact of the relations

which exist between Somalia

and other countries. The trade

and cultural exchanges added

new terms to the existing ones.

We retained the foreign names

of all the goods we receive fr

om abroad , eg. « saacad » ( wat.

ch) , «buug ) (book ), «qalin)

(pen ), «sariir) ( bed ), « kursi )

( chair ), « raadiyow ) ( radio )

( taksi» ( taxi) , markab

( ship ) , etc.

4) The current terminology

is not uniform . The Ministry

of Health has elaborated a list

of terms for its own use . The

Ministry of Education did like .

wise . Each public Agency is

free to do whatever it thinks

best single handedly.

The term « hirarka ) (waves )

was immediately put into lite

rary use . A Somali song goes

on saying:

Shortcomings

Halkan waa Hargeysoo

Hirarka gaaban

Idinkala hadleysee

Habeen Wanaagsan

( This is radio ) Hargeysa,

broadcasting to you,

on short waves,

Good night

Even while talking about

the same thing, people do not

seem to understand each oth

er. The matter is being carried

to extermes, and that only en

courages confusion .

1 ) . It seems that we are

putting a heavy burden on the

c ) . The terms coined after

the adoption of the Somali Sc

ript .

CULTURE AND SOCIETY

By - Rashid Sh . Abdullahi

natural conditions. But man

does not live like that he adop

ted environment to his needs

according to his abilities.

The formations of our VO

cabulary has now reached its

peak. A considerable developm

ent has been made as regards

to quantity as well as to qua

lity . For the first time, the So.

mali Language was made tc

replace the foreign languages

in the schools, in the press and

in the offices. Though there

are some short comings, yet

considering the relatively sho

rt period during which it has

been in effective use, the So

mali language has reached

high level development . The

Committee responsible for set.

ting up a uniform Somali Ter

minology and the one respon

It is a well-known fact that

man is the only social

being that can enter with his

world and environment into

relations that can have a las

ting impact. Other creatures

live in harmony with the cir

cumastances of nature around

them, eating whatever they

come across. But man is dif.

ferent and he is set apart by

a definite thing called labour .

It is definitely known that on .

ly human beings work, and

not animals . Animals are mo

tivated by the need of surival

by which they satisfy the re

quirements of livingliving under

Human labour is dependant

on and peculiar to the type of

equipment available because

man does rely solely on his

muscles and he prepares the

necessary tools for his existen

ces with which he works. Tools

are invented with an eye to

extending labour itself. The

tools are used , so to speak, to

enable man to tame his eni

vorment, to change and mas

ter it.

a
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This side of the picture

shows us the struggle man is

waging to change the world in

which he is living.

Related to this is the other

side which consists in the

storing of equipment, know

ledge of art and faiths that

are the result of human exis

tences itself.

ample knows only such words

as it uses for gathering fruit

or hunting and such other

things that are connected wit .

the tools it uses for its labour.

I hunting carried out

other skills are facilitated by

the environment new methods

are created in accordance with :

the tools made available an

the necessary vacobalary is

invented .

We can say that the corner

stone of our social existence is

labour, because it is the very

source of thought and it gives

rise to faith and believes, mo

rals and anything connected

with it .

mines the level of man's know

ledge and development. The

efforts made for the purpose

of producing the material pro

duction is related man to na

ture. Such relations indicate

the extent to which man has

mastered nature. Take any

social formation , for example

primitive man. We find thai

he can work only for the a

mount of effort he can put in

one day limited by the nature

of the tools at his disposal;

stone implements used for cut

ting trees, cutting roots or kil

ling wild animals. These are

in addition the untensils used

for carrying water and fooo

on his journeys, such utensils

being made of wood or stone

or the bark of trees and grass

all of which are obtained from

the environment in which he

lives.

Human labour always has

a social nature, because hu

man existence has never been

known to be individualistic .

Society is a hitorical fact ar

it passes through various sta

ges of development, each stage

having a distinct from ana

essence .

The possitive relations and ro

of man towards nature where

his reflections and the tools he

uses, the technology and the

methods he applies, and t .

thoughts reflected there and

the language he uses all re

present specific cultural life

of a definite society that has

its features. Whenever a group

grasps the value of labour and

the aim behind it so as to be

able to profit from nature and

to modify it in the interest of

fulfilling their needs, and

when the knowledge of tool.

and skills becomes part of the

tradictions of that group , it is

then that we can say a certain

social group has come into

being.

Human life and its stage

of development depend on the

strength of the tools and the

technical knowledge connected

with it by which a livelihood is

produced. There is also to be

considered the relations a

mong human beings which are

determined by the dominant

economic intercourse among

them . The way collective or

social work is carried out de

termines the relations of peo

ple and colours their social re

lations. Collective efforts ha .

ve resulted in collective thin

king, a common view and in

the exchange of knowledge

thus special economic grou

pings being formed . The way

culture of any society and so

ciety lives always depends on

the experience of human ex

istence in general and it ex

presses it.

The best things in nature for

any primitive social group are

those that are permanently

useful to them , There is al.

so a dangerous side to nature

in this respect and these are

the beasts, unfavourable win

ds, thunder, thundebolt disea

ses and all other calamities,

Primitive societies are consci.

ous of these things and give

them names and their know

ledge is commensurate to

them . As for other things with

which they have not been

brought into contact they are

not aware let alone knowing

them . For example a primiti.

ve social group may live for

a long time on a deposit ·

coal without having knowled .

ge of its exisistence, with the

ability to use it being out of

the question .

A group of people feel their

seperate existence when they

make a concerted effort to li

ve together, such awarness is

brought about by the human

cooperation for survival, an

the united resistence put up

the face of common difficu

ties. It is also brought aboi

by the possession certain tools

of production , such awarness

being monifest in the ideas

and any ties that pertain to

the social existence of primit:

ve man of which we shall wri

te further.

On the otherother hand , the

knowledge of primitive people

or their culture in general de.

pends on the skills they have

acquired and their mode of

thought is an expression of it .

The society of primitive man

we have taken
as an ex

Hence the depth of human

relations with the world deter
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BOOKS AND DOCUMENTSDOCUMENTS
y

An Aspect Blaming the victim -

of Ethiopia ImperialImperial Ideology

PART II

Sayid Mohamed Abdullahi Ha

ssan .

resistance, demolish Wolde

Mariam's pseudo -psychology

about the « colonizability ) of

the Somali people.

ON DIVIDE AND RULE .

The June issue of HALGAN

(No 20) , carried the first part

of this critique of Mesfin Wol.

de Mariam's publication : SO .

MALIA THE PROBLEM

CHILD OF AFRICA. In that

part we tried to show how Wo

lde Mariam misused psychoa .

nalysis in an attempt to bla

me the victims of colonial op .

pression . Accordingly he CO

mes up with the conclusion

that, the urge for self-deter

mination and unity among

the Somalis is not something

historical and real, rather, it

is some strange notion that

« foreigners ) have put into

their « sheepish heads) .

The silence he manifests to

wards the Sayid and the resis_

tance movement he led , loud .

ly proclaims wolde Mariam's

lies and falsifications.

There is hardly a single

book on the history of the

Horn of Africa that does not

mention the struggles of the

anti- colonialist movement led

by the Sayid between 1889

and 1920. Even the historians

who wrote favourably about

the creation of the Ethiopian

Empire during the turn of the

century, all of them could not

help but acknowledge the his

torical role of the Sayid and

his movement.

Throughout his publication ,

Wolde Mariam heaps abuse

upon abuse on the Somali pe

ople. Occassionally, he ten

tatively advances the notion

of the Good » vs, the «Bad»

Somalis, a typical aspect of co

lonialist tactics. Thus at one

point he tells us that the

«Bad» Somalis are those that

« gave away their freedom

and independence ) to Britain

and Italy while the « Good »

ones are the «Ethiopian Soma

lis who have no such record

of dishonour » ( 17 )

DENIAL OF SOMALI HIS .

TORY.

Wolde Mariam refuses to

mention anything that would

remotely remind his readers

about the history of Somali

struggles for independence

and unification .

In his 1964 « Iiberaly writin

gs, Wolde Mariam does men

tion the name of the sixteen

th century Somali héro Ah

med Gurrey. He does this in

passing and in a distorted ma

nner.

A Historical Study of

Leadership in Eastern Africa

for example, makes the follo .

wing objective assessment:

(There is little doubt now,

however, that Mohamed Ab

dullaha Hassan was a great

man . With the three greatest

powers in the Horn as enemies

and with little access to Euro

pean munitions or to coastal

towns, for more than two de.

cades not only did he harass

the British , the Ethiopians,

and the Italians, but he also

regularly won military , politi.

cal, and even diplomatic vic.

tories over them ) ( 16)

Wolde Mariam is obviously

highly disturbed by the fact

that Somalia represents rela

tively speaking, a highly ho

mogenous society. He tries to

conjure up all sorts of insur

mountable « differences) amo

ng the Somali people. He deli .

berately distorts traditional

Somali clan structures in or

der to depict these as serious

« tribal differences Tribal

divisions normally imply lan

guage, cultural and religious

differences. Somalis in and

outside the Republic are rela

tively free from such serious

cleavages. Only a colonialist

mentality would seek to distort

such realities.

However, neither in his «li.

beral) writings of 1964 , nor in

his hysterical polemical writin

gs of 1977, does Wolde Mariam

mention the name of the So.

mali anticolonialist hero , the

The historical facts testif

ying to Somali anti-colonial
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ON MISUSING MARX AND

LENIN

schools of thought in order to

provide new rationale for an

old colonialist ideology .

ween the Arabs and Ethiopia

than there is between Somalia

and the Arabs ) . (20 ) As a lie .

monger, Wolde Mariam sinks

even deeper when he tries to

allege that an unnamed « pro

minent Somalian Official) ex .

pressed sympathy with Israel

on the Arab Israeli conflict. In

making these and other lies

Wolde Mariam is trying to

poison the relations between

Somalia and other Arab coun .

tries.

Wolde Mariam states : One

syphathizes with Somalia on

her problem of tribalism or

what Marx called « this sheep

like or tribal consciousness )

( 18 ) . This is typical of his

biased style of writing. He re

ad somewhere that Marx used

such a phrase, he never really

bothered to undertand the con

tent of Marx's discussion of

rural attitudes and beliefs.

Wolde Mariam is not in the

least bit interested in Marx

and Marxism . He borrows

Marx's phrase, reduces it to

an epithet and uses it several

times to insult the Somalis

He repeats it often in his pam

phlet hoping, perhaps, to con .

vince the readers that Marx

must have coined such a ph

rase specially to be used aga

inst the Somali people.

Interestingly enough, Wolde

Mariam concludes his blah

blah on Marxism -Leninism

with the telling observation :

« The working class must be

protected from all those that

misled it» «19) . Let us pose

the question : the working cla

ss must be protected by whom

in other words, Wolde Mariam

implies that he ( and other co

lonialist minded intellectuals )

have the devine right to cont

rol and lead the working mas

ses within the Ethiopian Em

pire under the banner of Mar

xism -Leninism .

The kernel of Wolde Mari

am's reasoning rests on bour

geois-colonialist grounds. The

most important theme of his

publication derives from the

pseudopsychology misapprop

riated from the intellectual

traditions of Mannoni and

others. Marxist -Leninist phra

seology, displayed in the last

section of his work , signify

mere window -dressing.

Once again , the truth is ob

viously on the other side. Wri.

ting on the Israeli connection

with regards to the conflict on

the Horn of Africa an Ameri

can expert recently observed :

« Israeli policy in the Horn

was dictated by an overwhel.

ming confluence of converging

factors: Her historical cultural

affinity with Ethiopia combi

ned with a demonsrated open .

ness on the part of Haile Sela

ssie; the desire to keep sea la

nes open and continue to use

Ethiopia as a halfway house

on the way to Kenya and Sou

th Africa . Finally, Israel had

been repeatedly rebuffed by

the Somalis, often in the most

unplesant ways. ) (21 ) .

In wolde Mariams publica

tion , Marx is mentioned most

ly with regards to the phrase

cited above. This is the way

the colonialist charlatan han .

dles the great intellectual he

ritage of Marx.

THE BIG LIES .

Similarly, he distorts Le

nin's writings on the national

question and self-determina

tion . In propagating falsifi

cations and lies, he liberally

avails himself with a string

of quotations from the writin

gs of Stalin and Lenin . In

this section of his publication

Wolde Mariam wishes to con

vey the impression that he is

a pendant of Marxism -Leni.

nism.

Hitler and Goebbels taught

that fascist propaganda, to be

more effective, must employ

the technique of telling big

lies. We have already illust

rated a series of big lies in

Wolde Mariam's writing to

justify him a place as a faith .

ful pupil of the Nazi leaders.

Let us proceed to mention

a few other examples taken

randomly from his 1977 pub

lication .

In spite of his cheap attem

pt to poison relations between

Somalia and other Arab coun

tries, Mesfin Wolde Mariam is

unable to hide the antiArab

mentality of the Ethiopian ru

ling class, for example, he th

rows mud at the memory of

the late President Nasser. Wol

de Mariam states : since the

death of President Nasser his

Arab Islamic dream of civili.

zing Africa has started to

show results ) (22)
His distortions of Marxist

Leninist concepts is so obvio.

usly cheap that it does not

deserve extended treatment.

It simply reflects an opportu

nistic intellectunal eclectically

borrowing from contradictory

Without bothering to give

historical explanations Wolde

Mariam at one point procla

ims: « At any rate there is no

doubt whatsoever that histori

cally and culturally , there is

much more in common bet .

In making such a distorted

assessment of president Nas

ser,' s role in history, Wolde

Mariam wants to demolish his

important contributions to

the cause of Arab resistance ,
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the process the entire socio

political and economic foun .

dations of modern Ethiopia

were laid down . The social

historical product of this era

of empire building is here cha

racterized as military -feudal

colonialism

contrary to genuine historical

understanding. In fact, he

stoops to lie-mongering and

mud - slinging to confound his

torical right from wrong . His

anti Somali outbursts reveal

the despicable features of Ethi.

opian colonialism .

his achievements for the world

wide anti-imperialist struggles

and for the non -aligned move

ment. Furthermore, in ma

king such false charges, Wol.

de Mariam wishes to ride the

old bogey horse of colonialism ,

depicted by the late Franz

Fanon in the following terms:

( Colonialism will set the Af

rican peoples moving by reve

aling to them the existence of

spiritual rivalries. The missio

naries find it opportune to spe

ak of Arab imperialism , and

the cultural imperialism of Is

lam is condemned . Africa is di

vided into black and white,

and the names that are subs

tituted Africa South of the

Sahara, Africa North of the

Sahara - do Hot manage to

hide this latent racism « 23 ) .

The Western Somalis, Erit

reans and others have been

waging wars of self -determi.

nation and national liberation .

They have been engaged in a

historical task aimed at dest

roying the roots of the Ethio .

pain military feudal colonialist

system . Recognising their rig

ht for self -determination inc

luding independence paves the

way to the genuine reconcilia .

tion of the fraternal peoples

of the Horn .

1 . Mesfin Wolde Mariam

« The Background of the

Ethiopia Somalian Boun .

dary Dispute ), The Jour

nal of Modern African Stu

dies 2'2 ( 1964) , p. 217 .

2. Ibid,. pp . 217-218.

3. See another illustration of

this process in William

Ryan, Blaming the Victim ,

( New York : Vintage Books;

( 1971 ) . (

The eminent Africanist his

torian Basil Davidson recently

observed .

4. Mesfin Wolde Mariam So.

malia - The problem Child of

Africa (Addis Ababa : Artis

tic Printing press ; ( 1977) ,

pp . 18-19.

5. Ibid, ( 17)

NO SELF -DETERMINATION

Mesfin Wolde Mariam con

tinues the deep -seated myth

about Ethiopia , both the na

me and the country, which

hinders and distorts genuine

historical understanding. The

origins of the Ethiopian Em.

pire go back to the last eighty

to ninety years. As a revolu

tionary Ethiopian historian co.

rrectly puts it :

« In the circumstances of to.

day the defence of the Ethio

pian Empire « telle quelle, is nei

ther morally nor politically fe

asible. And the wisdom of the

outside World , in the this

Whole matter, will be judged

by its capacity to understand

this, and to help towards con .

structive change) . ( 25) .

6. Frantz Fanon , The Wretc

hed of the Earth (New

York : Grove press, Ine ,

( 1963) , p. 211 .

7. Aime Cesaire, Discourse on

colonialism (New York :

Monthly Review Press ;

( 1972 ) , pp . 39-40.

8. Ibid pp. 40-41.
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72.

10. Ibid, p. 24

11. Ibid ., pp . 7-8 .

In the second half of the

19th century, especially after

the 1970's the shewan feuda

lists acquired access to the

then growing traffic in arms

and ammunition . In a matter

of a decade the monopoly of

firearms was gradually rever .

sed in their favour and they

were even able to participate

in the internal scramble for

colonies. The predominant

feature of the political history

of the Horn of Africa during

the last two decades of the

19th century was colonialist

expansion ... a fercious process

of conquest, annexation incor

poration and subjugation

of peoples and territo

ries - the creation of a typical

pre -capitalist empire -state. In

Basil Davidson incisively poin

ted out that the process of de

colonizing the Ethiopian Em.

pire is as much in the long

term interest of the core peop

les of Ethiopia , now that they

have begun to reshape their

political system , as is in the

interest of the Somali commu .

nity or, in the North of the Er

itrean Community . Davidson

went on to conclude : «No crea .

tive change here, whether or

not towards an organic federa

tion such as could benefit all

these peoples, can be carried to

fruition without this process of

reorganistion and reconcilia.

tion ) ( 26)

12. Aimme Cesaire, op . cit, p .

41

13. Wolde Mariam , op. cit . , 16

14. Ibid ; p . 44 .

15. Ibid , p. 45 .

16. Norman R. Bennett ( ed ) .

Leadership in Eastern Afri.

ca , ( Boston : Boston Univer

fsity press ; 1968 ), p . 108 .

17. Wolde Mariam , op . cit . , p.

54.

Thus we see that Mesfin

Wolde Mariam's writings run
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161 .
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the TIMES (London ) of

January 28th, 1978.
21. Michael A. Ledeen , «The

Isreali Connection , in the

Washington Review (May,

1978, ) pp. 48. 49.

24. Addis Hiwet, Ethiopia :

From Autocracy to Revolu .

tion (London : Review of

26. Basil Davidson, letter to

the TIMES ( London ) of

January 24, 1978 .

CHILDREN'S LITERATURE

By Amina Haji Adan

and Reviewed by Boobe

and riddles.

tradition of good reading ma.

terial. Children are moulded

according to the environment

in which they live. It is cer

tain , however that they will

acquire the reading habits of

their parents. Hence if our

reading habits are not that

strong, our children cannot be

very different from us .

The children are thirsty for

the literature of their fore

bears. The lack of a script

has caused much lot to this

rich heritage, and there is no

doubt that foreign customs

have influenced our children

to the extreme and removed

them very far from the litera

ture and traditions of their fa

thers and ancestors. New ho.

pes were inspired in the Soma

li people when the supreme

Revolutionary Council decreet.

that the Somali language shal

be written . To quote Garriye

in the introduction of this

book . « Our Language was

saved for the first time from

abolition ) . Immediately the

script was legalized research

was set on foot and writers be

gan publishing books thus re .

viving our language.

There is no doubt that this

book will play a great role in

the upbringing of the Somali

child which has been out of

touch for a long time with the

Somali Literature that has re

mained unexplored previously.

There is no language difficul

ty among our people due to

their homogenity, although

there might be slight differen .

ces from one region to another

I do not doubt that the

stories and songs written in

this book will be known diffe

rently in different places. In

spite of this they are all of So

mali origin . Among the wei

known stories are « Dheg

Dheer ) . This story has been

depicted in the past in several

pictures, a fact that shows the

lack of a script. In the gå

mes and tongue - twisters you

would find that the use of vo

cabulary changes sometimes

from place to place but that

the essence remains the same.

I recall that one of the best

stories missing in this book is

that of « Egal Shidad » and his

cowardice. However, the wri.

ter has made considerable ef

fort.

To come to the main issue,

the book is eighty nine pages

and contains all the parts we

have mentioned above. But in

the light of our social develop

ment, the book is not in the

The reading capacity of

children is not very great, par

ticularly is this so in the case

of nomadic children . I think

that it would have been more

beneficial if Amina Hagi Aden

had divided the book into two

parts in the interests of the

meagre patience of Children .

The two sections of the book

could have been divided on

the basis of age, the longest

and most difficult parts being

written for the older children

and the rest for the younger.

On the Production side the

book is attractive. The pic

ture, the quality of printing

and the layout all bear testi

mony to the great amount of

effort and time spent making

the book up-to -date,

This book on children's li.

terature was written by Amina

Hagi Aden , a teacher at the

college of Education at Lafo .

le . It is one of the books of

the greatest value, conside

ring the readership it is aimed

at and it's contents. It will

be one of the most widely read

books. How many Soma.

li children will read it? The

Book consists of eighty -nine

pages, and it is made up of

many parts. It consists of fif

teen stories, seventeen songs,

two children's games, word

competition , tongue twisters

Finally, I congratulate her

work, hoping that this will not

be her last. We have still much

more material in store for

which our children have their

written tongue to put for

them in black and white.
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